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Morning Ceremony

Processional*
Selections from Pomp and Circumstance
By Edward Elgar

*Audience will remain seated during the processional.

Opening Declaration
Luis A. Colón
Mace Bearer,
Associate Dean for Inclusive Excellence,
College of Arts and Sciences

Officiator
Graham L. Hammill
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and Dean of the Graduate School

National Anthem*
Glen Chitty
Music Theatre BFA '24

Kyra Orgass
Music Theatre BFA '24

Matthew Marco
Assistant Teaching Professor,
Department of Theatre and Dance

*Audience participation is invited

Greetings
A. Scott Weber
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Dean’s Remarks
Robin G. Schulze
Dean,
College of Arts and Sciences

SUNY Chancellor’s Award for Student Excellence
Shirley Bassarath
Cole Fredericks
Dior Gillins
Anoop Nilam

College of Arts and Sciences Outstanding Senior Awards
Spencer Ang
Anthony Butler
Reilly Diemond
Amanda Healey
Keith Hehr
Aniket Maini
Krish Patel
Madison Reimer
Nehal Vyas

Share in the celebration!
Post photos and well-wishes for your graduate by texting 716-576-3950 or using hashtag #UBClassOf2024 on social media to see them on screen.
Introduction of Student Speaker
Dean Schulze

Student Speaker’s Remarks
Yashran Islam
Psychology BS ’24

Conferral of Academic Degrees
Provost Weber
Dean Schulze

Alma Mater*
Glenn Chitty
Kyra Orgass
Matthew Marco
*Audience participation is invited

Alumni Welcome and Retrospective Video
Joseph Stefko
PhD ’03, MA ’99, BA ’97
President, UB Alumni Association
Board of Directors

Closing Declaration
Associate Dean Colón

Recessional*
Triumphal March from Aida
By Giuseppe Verdi
*Audience will remain seated during the recessional.

Announcer
Ann Bisantz
Dean of Undergraduate Education

Readers
James Beaudry
Department of Theatre and Dance
Mary Clare Fahey
Campus Living
Danielle Rosvaly
Department of Theatre and Dance
James Zielinski
Campus Living
Afternoon Ceremony

Processional*
Selections from Pomp and Circumstance
By Edward Elgar

*Audience will remain seated during the processional.

Opening Declaration
Luis A. Colón
Mace Bearer,
Associate Dean for Inclusive Excellence,
College of Arts and Sciences

*Audience participation is invited

Greetings
A. Scott Weber
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

National Anthem*
Allinee NeGron
Music Theatre BFA ’26
Matthew Marco
Assistant Teaching Professor,
Department of Theatre and Dance

*Audience participation is invited

Dean’s Remarks
Robin G. Schulze
Dean
College of Arts and Sciences

SUNY Chancellor’s Award for Student Excellence
Zanaya Hussain
Samiha Islam

College of Arts and Sciences Outstanding Senior Awards
Grant Ashley
Sara Bachraty
Taynia Atallia Brown
Thomas Dias
Laura Falk
Ethan Kendrick Damaano Garcia
Amanda Healey
Zanaya Sadiya Hussain
Natasha Josephs
Janat Kalmakova
Dominick Matarese
Matthew Matsulavage

Share in the celebration!
Post photos and well-wishes for your graduate by texting 716-576-3950 or using hashtag #UBClassOf2024 on social media to see them on screen.
Kallie McKenzie
Jenny Nguyen
Matthew Alexander Salonich
Fen Stanczyk
Isaiah Kwame Wright
Derek Zurenda

Introduction of Student Speaker
Dean Schulze

Student Speaker’s Remarks
Sara Bachraty
*Global Gender Studies BA ’24
Sociology BA ’24

Conferral of Academic Degrees
Provost Weber
Dean Schulze

Alma Mater*
Allinee NeGron
Matthew Marco
*Audience participation is invited

Alumni Welcome and Retrospective Video
Joseph Stefko
PhD ’03, MA ’99, BA ’97
President, UB Alumni Association
Board of Directors

Closing Declaration
Associate Dean Colón

Recessional*
Triumphal March from Aida
By Giuseppe Verdi
*Audience will remain seated during the recessional.

Announcer
Ann Bisantz
Dean of Undergraduate Education

Readers
Mary Clare Fahey
Campus Living

Walter Hakala
Department of English

Nicholas Henshue
Department of Environment and Sustainability

John J. Wood
Office of International Education
Processional

The processional begins with the entrance of the candidates for degrees, led by marshals who escort them to their designated seating areas. When the candidates have all taken their places, members of the faculty and staff enter. The chair of the Faculty Senate or designated faculty member, bearing the university’s mace, then leads the platform party which is comprised of department chairs, State University of New York distinguished faculty, the president of the University at Buffalo Alumni Association, program speakers, university senior administration, and members of the SUNY Board of Trustees, UB Council and UB Foundation.

* denotes Academic Marshal
** denotes Platform Party

College Marshal
Cristanne Miller**
SUNY Distinguished Professor,
Edward H. Butler Professor of Literature,
Department of English

Commencement Marshals
Sean Bennett**
Associate Dean for Social Sciences

Thomas Feeley**
Interim Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

Sambandamurthy Ganapathy**
Associate Dean for Research

Kristin Tjaden**
Associate Dean for Natural Sciences and Mathematics

Platform Marshals
Derek Daniels**
Chair, Department of Biological Sciences

Sarah Ford**
Teaching Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology

Mace Bearer
Luis A. Colón**
Associate Dean for Inclusive Excellence,
SUNY Distinguished Professor,
A. Conger Goodyear Professor,
Department of Chemistry

Academic Procession

Marching Faculty and Staff
Jared Aldstadt*
Department of Geography

Ashley Barr*
Department of Sociology

James Beaudry**
Department of Theatre and Dance

Henry Berlin*
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures

James Boyle*
Department of Geology

Jovan Cerne*
Department of Physics

John Dugan*
Department of Classics

Meredith Ezak*
Department of Biological Sciences

Jeanne Fornarola*
Department of Theatre and Dance

David Emmanuel Gray*
Department of Philosophy

Christa Greenberg*
Department of Psychology

Steven Guerra*
Department of Music

Walter Hakala* **
Department of English

Nicholas Henshue**
Department of Environment and Sustainability

Rachael Hinkle*
Department of Political Science

Jacob Kathman**
Department of Political Science

Kirk Jalbert*
Department of Environment and Sustainability

Roslyn Joy-Colón*
Social Sciences Interdisciplinary Programs

David Lacy*
Department of Psychology

Joyce Lacy*
Department of Psychology

Domenic J. Licata*
Department of Art

Patrick McDevitt* **
Department of History
Academic Director, University Honors College

Joanne McLaughlin*
Department of Economics

Brenda Moore*
Department of Sociology
Mimi Okabe*
Asian Studies Program

John Opera*
Department of Art

Dave Pape*
Department of Media Study

Douglas Perrelli*
Department of Anthropology

Lance Rintamaki*
Department of Communication

Danielle Rosvally**
Department of Theatre and Dance

Stephanie Rothenberg* **
Department of Art

Daniel Sage*
Department of Mathematics

Marla Segol*
Department of Global Gender and Sexuality Studies

Nitasha Sehgal*
Department of Biological Sciences

Mitsuki Shimojo*
Department of Linguistics

Derek Strykowski*
Department of Music

Wei Sun*
Department of Communicative Disorders and Sciences

Kim VanDerLinden* **
Social Sciences Interdisciplinary Programs

Rinaldo Walcott*
Department of Africana and American Studies

Scott Wersinger*
Department of Psychology*

Troy Wood*
Department of Chemistry

Giselle Zabranskey*
Department of Biological Sciences

**Student Commencement Marshals**
The university gratefully acknowledges the assistance of these graduating seniors who march in and help lead the academic procession.

**Morning**
Shirley Bassarath
*Fine Art BFA ’24*

**Afternoon**
Zanaya Sadiya Hussain
*International Studies BA ’24*

*Social Sciences Interdisciplinary BA ’24*
SUNY Trustee and UB Officials

Eunice Ashman Lewin
*Member of the State University of New York Board of Trustees*

President and co-founder of Impacto Consulting Associates, Eunice Ashman Lewin joined the SUNY Board of Trustees in February 2010. She helped reinstate the Student Life Committee, which she co-chairs. In this role, she spearheaded the creation of the Food Insecurity and the Mental Health task forces. Lewin serves on the board’s Executive Committee and the committees for academic affairs, communications and external affairs, community colleges, and academic medical centers and hospitals.

A former commissioner of the Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority, Lewin was a founding member of the Roswell Park Alliance and a board member of the Buffalo Urban League and Hispanics United of Buffalo. She is a member of the Hispanic Women’s League and the Greater Buffalo Racial Equity Roundtable. In 2022, Lewin was named co-chair of the 5/14 Remembrance Committee to honor the mass shooting victims of the May 14 tragedy in East Buffalo.

A retired bilingual social worker for the Buffalo Board of Education, she is a champion for STEM education.

Born in Guantanamo, Cuba, Lewin immigrated to the U.S. with her family in 1967. She holds a bachelor’s degree in sociology from Marymount Manhattan College and master’s degrees in American and Puerto Rican studies, and in educational administration, from UB.

Jeremy M. Jacobs
*Chairman of the University at Buffalo Council*

Jeremy M. Jacobs was appointed to the UB Council in 1997; in 1998, then-Gov. George Pataki named him chairman. Jacobs is chairman of Delaware North, a global hospitality company with customers in the United States, Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom. The company’s operations include food and retail at airports and sports venues, sports facility ownership and management, operations of parks and major tourist attractions, hotel ownership and management, gaming operations and fine dining.

Jacobs owns the Boston Bruins and serves as chairman of the National Hockey League’s Board of Governors. In 2018, he received the sport’s highest honor when he was inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame.

An alumnus of UB’s School of Management and Harvard Business School’s Advanced Management Program, Jacobs holds honorary doctorates in humane letters from UB, Canisius College, Niagara University and Johnson & Wales University. In 2015, his family donated $30 million to advance UB’s medical school, which was renamed the Jacobs School of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences.

Jacobs has served Western New York for more than four decades with his business expertise and philanthropic leadership, and Delaware North has received multiple awards for social responsibility, community service and environmental stewardship.

A longtime friend and supporter of UB, Jacobs has served as chairman, trustee and director of the UB Foundation, chairman of the President’s Board of Visitors and adviser to the School of Management.

Satish K. Tripathi
*University President*

An internationally distinguished researcher and higher education leader, Satish K. Tripathi, PhD, is the University at Buffalo’s 15th president. Tripathi, who served as UB’s provost from 2004-2011, was dean of the Bourns College of Engineering at the University of California, Riverside, from 1997-2004. Previously, he spent 19 years as professor of computer science at the University of Maryland, including seven years as department chair.

In 2024, Tripathi was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. A fellow of IEEE and AAAS, he has published more than 200 scholarly papers, supervised more than 30 doctoral and postdoctoral students and served on program committees of numerous international conferences.

Tripathi graduated at the top of his class from Banaras Hindu University (BHU). He holds a master’s degree and a doctorate in computer science from the University of Toronto, as well as master’s degrees in statistics from the University of Alberta and BHU. He has received honorary doctorates from the Indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad, and Brock University in Canada.

Tripathi is co-chair of the Association of American Universities (AAU) Task Force on Expanding U.S.-India University Partnerships, and he serves on the College Football Playoff Board of Managers. Previously, he was chair of the Mid-American Conference Council of Presidents and Internet 2. He also served on the boards of the AAU, the NCAA Division I, the NCAA Board of Governors, the Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities and the Council for Higher Education Accreditation.
Robin G. Schulze, PhD, joined the University at Buffalo in July 2016 as dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and professor in the Department of English. As leader of UB’s largest and most diverse academic unit, she drives UB’s commitment to prepare students to be active, knowledgeable, engaged citizens in a dynamic global community.

Over the last eight years, Schulze has worked to keep the College strong. She has increased research expenditure in the College and has secured major investments to enhance the College’s disciplinary excellence, including funds to support the College’s first two female SUNY Empire Innovation Professors. While championing disciplinary excellence, she has also invested in programs that approach critical present problems from a variety of disciplinary vantage points. The College’s new department of Environment and Sustainability is a testament to that approach. She is also Co-principal Investigator on UB’s first-ever Mellon Foundation grant in support of the College’s new Department of Indigenous Studies which honors the university’s long-standing commitment to training generations of native scholars. An advocate for the value of experiential learning, she has raised funds to provide College students access to important career building, learn-by-doing opportunities.

Schulze began her career at the University of Kansas. She moved to Penn State, where she became Head of the Department of English. In 2012, she moved to the University of Delaware and became the Associate Dean for the Humanities, a position she held until her move to UB.
The Mace

Designed to tell the story of the university and the Niagara Frontier, the University at Buffalo mace was fashioned by silversmith Hudson Roysher of Arcadia, Calif. It was used for the first time in the 1962 general commencement.

The mace is silver with accents of lapis and howlite to represent the university’s colors. It is topped by a miniature walled structure representing the city of Buffalo. Engraved atop the city are three arrows bound together, symbolizing the unity of UB and the city.

A band of alternating jewels of lapis and howlite encircles the head of the mace and bears the founding dates of the 13 divisions that composed the university in 1962.

The UB arms appear on the front of the head. On the back are the arms of the United States.

The discovery of Lake Erie in 1669 by Louis Joliet and early explorations by Robert de LaSalle are symbolized on the left side of the head. A crest on the right side symbolizes the university’s role as a dynamic center of human growth and welfare.

The wild rose, the New York state flower, is depicted in a floral motif at the top and bottom of the mace’s head. Encircling the ends of the shaft are three wavy lines representing intellect and water, the latter a reference to the Niagara River and Great Lakes.

The motto “University and City: Community” is lettered in Latin around the knob of the shaft.

Traditionally used in university ceremonies, the mace is a symbol of enlightened authority.
About the College of Arts and Sciences

For over a century, the College of Arts and Sciences has served as the center of scholarly excellence and radical innovation at the heart of the University at Buffalo. Comprising 30 departments in the arts, humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, and mathematics, as well as 16 special programs and 23 centers and institutes, the College is not only the largest campus unit, but the one most likely to directly impact every UB student at some point in their educational career. Our more than 530 dedicated faculty members, including 17 SUNY Distinguished Professors, prepare over 8,600 undergraduate and graduate students per year to become the critical thinkers and compassionate leaders so vital to our ever-evolving society.

Students in the College of Arts and Sciences also benefit from UB’s status as a premier public research university, and the breadth of resources this status provides. Internship, research, study abroad, and service-learning opportunities pull students out of the classroom and into the real world of hands-on problem-solving. From advancements in targeted drug delivery and photonics; to complex understanding of climate challenges; to creative achievements in theatre, contemporary music, poetics, and the arts, our students contribute regularly to the industries that will eventually employ them, and from which they will dispatch crucial and compelling solutions.

“Liberal arts education is, in my view, the working definition of education," says Robin Schulze, Dean of the College. “The liberal arts grant students the skills to solve problems and the imagination and courage to make a better future. Our faculty are leaders in their fields. They challenge students to see complex issues from a variety of perspectives, and to think creatively and collaboratively about how to make a difference in the world. The College really is a perfect place for students to find their passions and their purpose. We can’t do this work without the support of our alumni and friends—the people who understand that a liberal arts education is critical to our collective good. Our mission is to help our students become active, empathetic citizens of a diverse and dynamic global community.”

This year’s graduating class joins nearly 110,000 College alumni, a massive network composed of internationally-recognized researchers, scientists, and educators; pioneering business leaders; prominent writers and journalists; celebrated musicians and composers; and award-winning film directors, actors, artists, and designers. These extraordinary individuals represent a tremendous legacy, one strengthened by the accomplishments of each additional class of College graduates.

The College would like to thank the members of the Class of 2024 for their efforts over the past four years and wish them the best of luck in their continued pursuit of knowledge and invention. As they sit poised on the brink of future success, we hope they will remember their time in the College as a period of discovery and growth, stay actively connected to their alma mater, and help guide new generations of UB Bulls to build on their exemplary foundation.
SUNY Chancellor’s Awards for Student Excellence

This award acknowledges students for outstanding achievements that have demonstrated the integration of SUNY excellence within many aspects of their lives in areas such as academics, leadership, campus involvement, community service or the arts.

Shirley Bassarath
Art

Shirley Bassarath of Clarence, N.Y., graduates with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in graphic design. Bassarath is a University Honors College Scholar. She has been a student ambassador for the College of Arts and Sciences, an Honors College Ambassador, an Honors Peer Mentor and the director of advertising for the Honors Student Council e-board. She also worked at UB Sustainability, where she created murals for the office as well as marketing materials for sustainable events around campus. Bassarath also worked at the UB Student Association, where she developed graphics and merchandise for the organization and photographed their campus-wide events.

Cole Fredericks
Psychology

Cole Fredericks of New City, N.Y., graduates with a Bachelor of Science in psychology. Cole is a University Honors College Scholar. Additionally, he has served as a residence hall vice president, student affairs director of the Undergraduate Student Association, teaching assistant for evolutionary biology, and volunteer counselor for a crisis hotline. Cole has also served as a research assistant for both behavioral neuroscience and clinical psychology research labs, contributing to research on vasopressin deficiency impacting rat social communication and young adolescents’ friendships and victimization experiences. Cole plans to pursue a doctorate in clinical psychology after graduation.

Dior Gillins
Electrical Engineering and Media Study

Dior Gillins of Wappingers Falls, N.Y., graduates with a Bachelor of Science in electrical engineering and a Bachelor of Arts in media study with a production concentration. Gillins is a University Honors College Scholar and Dean’s List student. She has been a Student Leader, Student Assistant Grader, treasurer of the Women’s Healthcare and Wellness Association and praise dance coordinator of UB Gospel Choir. Gillins interned at CNBC as a technical operations and engineering intern and at CBS Sports as a cloud production assistant intern. She was also a National Science Foundation Research Experiences for Undergraduates participant in the University at Michigan’s Program in Climate and Space Science Observation.

Zanaya Hussain
Social Sciences Interdisciplinary

Zanaya Hussain of Buffalo, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in international studies and urban and public policy studies, with a minor in Chinese. Hussain is a first-generation college student, and both a University Honors College student and Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Scholar. She is a member of Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society and a student ambassador for the College of Arts and Sciences. Hussain is the recipient of the American Association of University Women Jacquie Walker Community Service Award and the U.S. Department of State Critical Language Scholarship. She also served on the organizing committee for the University at Buffalo undergraduate conference on South Asia and worked as a student coordinator for the UB Asia Research Institute. Hussain will go on to pursue a graduate degree to better prepare for work in her field.
**Samiha Islam**  
*Social Sciences Interdisciplinary and Statistics*

Samiha Islam of Rochester, N.Y., graduates with a Bachelor of Arts in health and human services and statistics. Islam is recognized as the University at Buffalo’s second Harry S. Truman Scholar and first Public Policy and International Affairs Fellow. She has conducted workshops for thousands across Western New York on interfaith and multiracial coalition building, published research on non-carceral approaches to preventing hate crimes as a Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress Fellow, and helped secure $150,000 in grants for prison re-entry services. Samiha has also served as a diversity advocate, leading campus dialogues on privilege, politics and social justice.

---

**Anoop Nilam**  
*Biomedical Engineering and Mathematics*

Anoop Nilam of Williamsville, N.Y., graduates with a Bachelor of Science in biomedical engineering and a Bachelor of Arts in mathematics. Anoop is a Pride of New York Scholar in the University Honors College. He has conducted nanomedicine research at UB, including leading a project to develop a malaria vaccine. He has served in several leadership roles including president of UB’s Association of Pre-Medical Students, treasurer of UB’s Tau Beta Pi engineering honors society, and was selected to Compeer Buffalo’s volunteer advisory board committee to lead mental health support recruitment. He has also served as a teaching assistant for introductory and upper-level biology courses.
College of Arts and Sciences Outstanding Senior Awards

This award honors one graduating senior from each of our departments who has demonstrated exceptional diligence and promise during their time at the University at Buffalo. These students’ efforts have distinguished them among their peers and set an inspiring example of academic and personal achievement. In recognition of their accomplishments, each student receives a certificate and an engraved award.

Isaiah Kwame Wright
Africana and American Studies

Isaiah Wright of North Plainfield, N.J., graduates with a Bachelor of Arts in African-American studies. Wright is a member of the UB football team and a student ambassador for the College of Arts and Sciences. In the fall, he will pursue a master’s degree in public health at the University at Buffalo.

Matthew Matsulavage
Anthropology

Matthew Matsulavage of Newfane, N.Y., graduates with a Bachelor of Arts in anthropology. Matsulavage is the president of the Anthropology Club and a student ambassador for the College of Arts and Sciences. He completed an independent study working with Assistant Professor Edith Gonzalez on her Codrington Papers project and also worked as an intern for the UB Primate Skeletal Collection. In the fall, Matsulavage intends to pursue a doctoral degree in archaeology.

Nehal Vyas
Art

Nehal Vyas of Rochester, N.Y., graduates magna cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in art history. Vyas is a member of the University Honors College and has worked at the Center for Excellence in Writing since her freshman year. She also interned with Anna Wager, Curator of Exhibitions, at UB Galleries. In the fall, she plans to work locally to expand her practical knowledge before pursuing a master’s degree in archival studies.

Jenny Nguyen
Asian Studies

Jenny Nguyen of Brooklyn, N.Y., graduates magna cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in Asian studies. Nguyen is a University Honors College scholar and a recipient of the Asian Studies Program Study Abroad award, Pride of New York Scholarship, Ellicott Club Scholarship, George K. Fraley Scholarship and the Segal AmeriCorps Education Award. She served on the Rustgi South Asia Undergraduate Conference Committee, as an American delegate for the 16th Korea-America Student conference and as managing director of the UB Student Gaming Association. She worked at the Oscar A. Silverman Library as a student assistant and at Center for Family Life as an AmeriCorps member. In the fall, Nguyen will pursue a master’s degree in social work at Hunter College.
Aniket Maini
Biological Sciences

Aniket Maini of Syracuse, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Science in biological sciences and a minor in Spanish. Maini has served as the president of the University at Buffalo Badminton Club and the Association of Pre-Medical Students, and as an ambassador for the College of Arts and Sciences. A member of the University Honors College, Maini has served as a teaching assistant for biology courses six times under Professors Jessica Poulin and Nitasha Sehgal. He has also completed research under Assistant Professor David Heppner in the Department of Chemistry, receiving the Raszl Endowment Fellowship from the Department of Biological Sciences along the way. In the fall, Maini will pursue a medical degree at the University of Massachusetts T.H. Chan School of Medicine.

Matthew Alexander Salonich
Classics

Matthew Salonich of White Plains, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in classics and a minor in anthropology. Of mixed Peruvian heritage, he is the first within his immediate family to receive a bachelor’s degree in the United States. He worked with Associate Professor Alessandro Sebastiani on an independent research paper on the Roman port of Cosa and its role within the broader context of Roman Republican and Imperial history. In the fall, Salonich will pursue a master’s degree at Texas Tech University in classical archaeology where he received full funding.

Spencer Ang
Chemistry

Spencer Ang of Amherst, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Science in chemistry. Ang is a member of the University Honors College and recipient of the Excellence in General Chemistry Award. He also worked as an undergraduate researcher in Professor Timothy R. Cook’s laboratory. In the fall, Ang will pursue a doctoral degree in chemistry at UB as a recipient of the Presidential Fellowship.

Dominick Matarese
Communication

Dominick Matarese of Binghamton, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in communication and a certificate of journalism. Matarese is a member of the University Honors College and a student ambassador for the College of Arts and Sciences. Matarese is a senior features editor at The Spectrum student newspaper and president of EDM (Electronic Dance Music) Club. He has participated in research opportunities with Professor Tom Feeley and in Professor Yotam Ophir’s Misinformation, Extremism, and Media Effects Lab. Following graduation, Matarese will attend Lost Lands Music Festival and start a full-time position with ENSCO. He will also continue to DJ.
Laura Falk
Communicative Disorders and Sciences

Laura Falk of Farmingdale, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in speech and hearing science and a minor in American Sign Language. Falk is a member of Impulse Dance Force and the Student Association for Speech and Hearing. She also worked as a research assistant to Assistant Professor Mishaela DiNino in the Auditory Processing and Perception Lab, and completed an internship at a Buffalo elementary school. In the fall, Falk will pursue her master’s degree in speech language pathology.

Matthew Agurto
Economics

Matthew Agurto of Mamaroneck, N.Y. graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in economics and political science, and Master of Arts in economics. Agurto is a member of the University Honors College and Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society, finishing his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in three years. Agurto has been a First-Generation Student Peer Mentor, academic coach, student success coach, coach and vice president of the Swim Club, teaching assistant, and intern for the Westchester County Parks and Recreation Department. He has also been a Hispanic Scholarship Fund scholar, a recipient of the Joseph W. and Kenneth P. Kogut Brothers of New York Mills Economic Development Award, and on the Dean’s List during his entire time at UB. In the fall, Agurto plans to attend law school.

Natasha Josephs
English

Natasha Josephs of Brooklyn, N.Y., graduates with a Bachelor of Arts in English. Her volunteer work consists within roles that support educational initiatives in community development and voter suppression with The National Urban League. She completed internships at the Human Rights Racial Justice Center and the Office of Assemblmembre Brian Barnwell. Josephs coursework and research spans across the areas of political science and urban studies. She plans to incorporate these fundamental ideas and write opinion pieces on Black life in America. Josephs is applying to law school to pursue a career as a criminal defense attorney.

Fen Stanczyk
Environment and Sustainability

Fen Stanczyk of Buffalo, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Science in environmental studies and a minor in geography. He was the recipient of the Lester W. Milbrath award and Walker Family Experiential Learning Fund. Stanczyk completed an Experiential Learning Network (ELN) project drafting an invasive plant management proposal and earned an ELN badge in mentored research. He served as treasurer of the LGBT Alliance, interned as an environmental educator with Earth Spirit Educational Services, and has participated in various other surveying, trailwork and habitat restoration projects. Stanczyk will pursue a career in freshwater ecology and conservation.
Ethan Kendrick Dimaano Garcia  
*Geography*

Ethan Kendrick Dimaano Garcia of Queens, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Science in geographic information science, a Bachelor of Arts in geography, and a minor in history. As part of an independent study in geography with Associate Professor Abigail Cooke, he contributed to ongoing research assessing whether Western New York is taking the recommended steps to prepare for the arrival of the climate migrants it anticipates welcoming. In the fall, Garcia plans to pursue a master’s degree in geography at UB.

Derek Zurenda  
*Geology*

Derek Zurenda of Liverpool, N.Y., graduates with a Bachelor of Science in geological sciences. Zurenda is president of the Undergraduate Geology Club and a student ambassador for the College of Arts and Sciences. He also worked as an undergraduate researcher with Assistant Professor Richard Marinos for over three years, where he investigated heavy metal retention in rain gardens throughout downtown Buffalo. In the fall, Zurenda will pursue a PhD in earth sciences at the University of Oregon.

Sara Bachraty  
*Global Gender and Sexuality Studies*

Sara Bachraty of Buffalo, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a bachelor of arts in global gender and sexuality studies and sociology with a minor in vocal performance. Bachraty is a member of the University Honors College, where she taught a section of Honors Colloquium on women’s labor inequality. She has worked with the Western New York Women’s Foundation and the Erie County Commission on the Status of Women, in addition to co-founding the Buffalo chapter of the Young Feminist Party. Bachraty also maintains her passion for music, and she has participated in UB Chamber Singers, UB Choir, and the UB Jazz Ensembles as a vocalist during her time at UB. In the fall, Bachraty will pursue her Juris Doctor in the UB School of Law.

Taynia Atallia Brown  
*History*

Taynia Atallia Brown of Syracuse, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in history and a minor in law. Brown is a member of Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society, Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society and a student ambassador for the College of Arts and Sciences. She is a McNair Scholar, University Honors College scholar, Department of History Honor Scholar, and Gilman Scholarship recipient for study abroad at Korea University. She is a 2023 recipient of the Milton Plesur Scholarship and an Experiential Learning Network Digital Badge in Community Engagement. She is an undergraduate research assistant for Professor Dalia Muller’s Impossible Project and has served as an academic assistant, Tutoring and Academic Support Services academic coach, teaching assistant, Residence Hall Association finance coordinator, and a founding e-board member for the Undergraduate History Association. In the fall, Brown will start her graduate career researching the history of medicine.
College of Arts and Sciences Outstanding Senior Awards

Amanda Healey  
*Linguistics, Theatre and Dance*

Amanda Healey of Auburn, Mass., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in linguistics and dance and a minor in English. Healey is a member of the University Honors College and Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society, as well as a recipient of the Presidential Scholarship. Healey has been a teaching assistant in the dance department, and she holds the role of undergraduate assistant to the director for UB’s pre-professional Zodiaque Dance Company. She spent a summer studying abroad in Spain and has worked as a writing consultant at UB’s Center for Excellence in Writing. After graduation, Healey hopes to dance professionally before pursuing a master’s degree in computational linguistics.

Anthony Butler  
*Media Study*

Anthony Butler of Pike, N.Y., graduates magna cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in digital media study with a production concentration. Butler is a founding member and secretary of the Department of Media Study (DMS) Club and won best undergraduate narrative film award in 2023 for his short animation, “Utilitarianism Man.” He interned with the Buffalo Bisons live production team and Expressway Cinema Rentals. He is currently pursuing a career in the feature film/animation industry.

Keith Hehr  
*Mathematics*

Keith Hehr of Getzville, N.Y., graduates cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in philosophy and a Bachelor of Science in mathematics. He served as president of the Philosophy Club and as a teaching assistant in the Department of Mathematics. In the fall, Hehr will pursue a PhD in pure mathematics at UB.

Madison (Matt) Reimer  
*Music*

Madison (Matt) Reimer of Buffalo, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in vocal performance. Reimer is a recipient of the Baird Opera Scholarship. She is a student ambassador for the College of Arts and Sciences and vice president of the UB Musicians Club. She was a finalist in the 2023 National Association of Teachers of Singing Competition in the Central New York/Finger Lakes Chapter. In the fall, Reimer will pursue a master’s degree in music at UB.
Thomas Dias
*Philosophy*

Thomas Dias of New Rochelle, N.Y. graduates cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in philosophy, politics, and economics and minors in philosophy and environmental design. Dias is the president of the Philosophy, Politics and Economics (PPE) Club. He has enjoyed his time at UB and all the wonderful activities that he has been able to partake in, including being a part of PPE Club, a resident advisor, participating in Blackstone Launchpad competitions, the film, radio and theatre clubs and attending the student mass at St. Joseph’s University Parish.

Grant Ashley
*Political Science*

Grant Ashley of Rochester, N.Y. graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in political science and Spanish. Since coming to UB, Ashley has reported the news for WIVB, WBFO, The Buffalo News, and NPR. He also is the editor in chief of The Spectrum, UB’s independent student newspaper, where he has been an editor since his first year. He is currently a part-time host and reporter at WBFO, Buffalo’s NPR station, and plans on working full-time after graduation.

Krish Patel
*Physics*

Krish Patel of Tonawanda, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Science in physics and Bachelor of Arts in mathematics. Patel is a Goldwater Scholar, a member of the Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma Phi Sigma Honor Societies and a student ambassador for the College of Arts and Science. Since his first year, he has conducted theoretical physics research into spin-lasers with Professor Igor Zutic. He is also the project director of the UB Students for the Exploration and Development of Space Rocketry Team, a New York State Election Inspector, and helps teach first-year honors physics. In the fall, Patel will pursue a doctorate in physics at the University of Colorado at Boulder.

Reilly Diemond
*Psychology*

Reilly Diemond of Ithaca, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Science in psychology and a minor in counseling. Diemond is a member of the Psychology Honors Program and served as vice president of UB’s chapter of Psi Chi International Honors Society in Psychology. He worked as both a supervising assistant in Professor Mark Seery’s Social Psychophysiology Laboratory and as a research assistant in Professor Leonard Simm’s Personality, Psychopathology, and Psychometrics Laboratory. In the fall, Diemond plans to continue working in psychology research to prepare for a doctoral program in clinical psychology.
Kallie McKenzie of Accord, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in Spanish and Bachelor of Science in biomedical sciences. McKenzie is a member of national health preprofessional honor society Alpha Epsilon Delta, national Hispanic honor society Sigma Delta Pi, and Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society. McKenzie has performed linguistics field research on Lengua Palenquera in San Basilio de Palenque, Colombia, has been an alternative break team leader for UB’s Office of Student Engagement, and has served as a teaching assistant for Professors Laurie Derby and Joseph Costa of UB’s Department of Pathology and Anatomical Sciences. In the fall, McKenzie plans to pursue a master’s degree in Spanish linguistics at UB before enrolling in medical school.

Janat Kalmakova of Brooklyn, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in criminology and sociology. Kalmakova is a member of Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society and completed a portion of her undergraduate study from Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, where she worked closely with the Council of International Fellowship. She is currently working on the campaign of a New York State Assembly candidate in anticipation of the June 2024 primary election. In the fall, Kalmakova will pursue a master’s degree in regional studies (Russia, Eurasia and Eastern Europe) at Columbia University.

Zanaya Hussain of Buffalo, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in international studies and urban and public policy studies, with a minor in Chinese. Hussain is a first-generation college student, and both a University Honors College student and Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Scholar. She is a member of Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society and a student ambassador for the College of Arts and Sciences. Hussain is the recipient of the American Association of University Women Jacque Walker Community Service Award and the U.S. Department of State Critical Language Scholarship. She also served on the organizing committee for the University at Buffalo undergraduate conference on South Asia and worked as a student coordinator for the UB Asia Research Institute. Hussain will go on to pursue a graduate degree to better prepare for work in her field.

Kallie McKenzie
Romance Languages and Literatures

Zanaya Sadiya Hussain
Social Sciences Interdisciplinary

Janat Kalmakova
Sociology
Student Speakers
Every year, the College of Arts and Sciences selects a student speaker for each of the two undergraduate commencement ceremonies. These students were selected by a committee of faculty, staff and a student representative after completing a highly competitive application and audition process.

Morning Program
Yashran Islam
Psychology BS ’24

Yashran Islam of New Hyde Park, N.Y., graduates cum laude with a bachelor of science in psychology and a minor in biology. During her time at UB, Islam was an undergraduate research assistant for a genetics laboratory, residential assistant, volunteer at non-profit organizations, president of the Panellenic Council and a member of Delta Phi Epsilon. She also worked as a patient care assistant and as a medical scribe at Buffalo General Medical Center. Following graduation, Islam plans to continue gaining experience in the healthcare field, bringing her closer to her goal of attending medical school.

Afternoon Program
Sara Bachraty
Global Gender Studies BA ’24
Sociology BA ’24

Sara Bachraty of Buffalo, N.Y., graduates summa cum laude with a bachelor of arts in global gender and sexuality studies and sociology with a minor in vocal performance. Bachraty is a member of the University Honors College, where she taught a section of Honors Colloquium on women’s labor inequality. She has worked with the Western New York Women’s Foundation and the Erie County Commission on the Status of Women, in addition to co-founding the Buffalo chapter of the Young Feminist Party. Bachraty also maintains her passion for music, and she has participated in UB Chamber Singers, UB Choir, and the UB Jazz Ensembles as a vocalist during her time at UB. In the fall, Bachraty will pursue her Juris Doctor in the UB School of Law.
College of Arts and Sciences

Subject to the completion of all degree requirements, degrees will be conferred as indicated upon those individuals listed herein who were identified by April 4, 2024, and upon such others as may meet the requirements of their respective degrees. This listing includes all candidates for August 2023, February 2024 and June 2024 degree conferral as well as candidates for August 2024 who applied for conferral and registered to attend the ceremony prior to April 4, 2024.

In the following lists, candidates for a joint major (a major that combines subjects from two departments), or a double major (a degree encompassing two majors), are denoted by an asterisk (*). Candidates for a double degree (the award of two distinct degrees completed concurrently), or a combined degree (the award of an undergraduate and graduate degree completed concurrently), are denoted by two asterisks (**). Candidates for a triple major (a degree encompassing three majors), are denoted by three asterisks (***). Candidates for a double major or joint major and a double degree or combined degree are denoted by a diamond (◊).

Latin Honors
Subject to completion of all degree requirements and satisfaction of the following minimum criteria, Latin honors may be conferred as indicated upon the individuals listed herein and upon such others as may meet the requirements. To qualify for Latin honors, students must present a minimum of 60 credit hours of UB undergraduate coursework, at least 54 of which must be graded credits (i.e., not satisfactory or unsatisfactory [grades of ‘S’ or ‘U’]). The UB GPA must be a minimum of 3.2 (to 3.499) for cum laude, 3.5 (to 3.749) for magna cum laude and 3.75 (to 4.0) for summa cum laude.

To receive the Latin honors designation in the printed 2024 commencement programs, candidates for the June or August 2024 degree conferral date must qualify based upon their UB cumulative GPA through the Winter 2024 session and total number of UB credit hours projected through their final semester at the time of review. Standings for Latin honors may change once final grades are posted or degrees conferred.

Phi Beta Kappa
Phi Beta Kappa is a national honor society that recognizes superior academic achievement in undergraduate work in the liberal arts and sciences.

Legend
Cum laude is denoted by a dagger (†)
Magna cum laude is denoted by a double dagger (‡)
Summa cum laude is denoted by two daggers (††)
Phi Beta Kappa is denoted by (P)

Academic Recognition Items

The Blue and White Cord
This cord was presented to graduating College Ambassadors, student leaders who serve as representatives of the College of Arts and Sciences.

The Gold Cord
This cord is awarded to students who are graduating with Latin honors.

The Grey and Red Stole
This stole was received by students who are University Honors College graduates.

The SUNY Chancellor’s Medallion
This medallion was presented to recipients of the SUNY Chancellor’s Award for Student Excellence. They were selected for this award based on their academic excellence and extracurricular involvement.

The UB Flame of Wisdom Pin
This pin, depicting the flame of wisdom from the university’s seal, was received by students who were honored at the UB Celebration of Student Academic Excellence for earning select national, SUNY and UB awards and citations.

The WNY Prosperity Fellowship Medallion
This medallion was received by graduating WNY Prosperity Fellows. They were selected for this fellowship based on their commitment and demonstrated potential to positively impact WNY’s economic development and sustainability.

Non-Academic, University-Wide Recognition Items

The Kente Stole
This stole was received by students who participated in UB’s ALANA Celebration of Achievement which historically has honored graduating African, Latino/a, Asian and Native American students.

The Rainbow Tassel and Lavender Stole
This tassel was received by students who participated in the Lavender Reception, celebrating achievements of graduating students who identify with the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer community at UB.

The Red, White and Blue Cord
This cord is being worn by graduating UB students who are active duty servicemembers, reservists, members of the National Guard, newly commissioned officers or veterans of the United States armed forces.
Department of Africana and American Studies

African - American Studies

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023
Niya Lynn Turner

February 2024
Daishon Folsom

June 2024
Wesley Pascal Mathieu

Isaiah Kwame Wright †

Department of Anthropology

Anthropology

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023
Bradley Castiglia *** †† ᵃ
Andy Keane D’Agostino

February 2024
Alexa N Camillo †
Serena Sadie Cohen
Emily Kathryn Hopko * †
Angela Maria Melchiorre
Zachary Leo Nycz

June 2024
Gavin L Carulli
Dylan M Devoe
Josephine Kayla Jeananne
Kavanagh * † ᵃ
Jazmin E Lapilusa ‡
Eathan Brooks Leibowitz ‡
Christian Ray Leslie ‡
Matthew Francis Matsulavage
Payton Elizabeth McKelvey ** †† ᵃ
Hanna Catherine Murphy * †
Micheia-Rose Marie Perreault * †
Xingchen Sui ◊

August 2024
Francesca Serra

Department of Art

Art History

Bachelor of Arts

February 2024
Sarah M Helly ††

June 2024
Nehal Vyas ‡

Fine Art

Bachelor of Fine Arts

August 2023
Andrew J Busso III
Rachel Mae Tranter ** ††

February 2024
Naija G Boles
Madyson Lee Osborne
Xin Yu Zheng ††

June 2024
Jessica Anne Baker
Shirley Ann Bassarath ††
Tessa A Bradley ††
Cassi Grace Cegielski
Alisia Ann Falise
Yiwen Feng ◊ †
Anthony R Foglia †
Marianne Goorbaran ††
Kylie P Naylor †
Isabelle Andrea Santos ††

Studio Art

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023
Rylea Marie Cammarano
Bryahna Delilah Tisdale Wright

February 2024
Ziyaeddin T Bedir †
Aidan P Clarke †
Noel Dominic Dupiton †
Colin J Freedman ‡
Ashrita Gupta
Jiecheng Li
Nolan Michael Margaglio †
Leah Anne Prezio
Umme Samiya

Department of Biological Sciences

Bioinformatics and Computational Biology

Bachelor of Science

June 2024
Bowen Cho
Ethan Tong * †† ᵃ

Biological Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023
Aya Faris Abdullah
Amadou Diallo
Craig Jones Jr
Jordon Eric Layne
Jaileen Roxanne Pinedo
Rodriguez
Amanda Marie Poetker
Kawthar Qarqouz
Vanshika S Tomar
Justine Alexandria White

February 2024
Emily Rose Barone
Noelle Capraro ‡
Matthew K Chwiejczak
Zoe L Daniels
Larissa I Farrell
Joseph Randy Franten
Karneeka Golash *
Jiayi Gui ‡
Emily Kathryn Hopko * †
Jungyun Huh
Lawrence Ernest Lee
Marc Maddaleno
Hannah M Mixon
Anna Rhea Nesci
Zheng Wen Or
Ilana Parris
Edimar Rodríguez
Cameron Dodge Saks
Catherine Seidl ††
Alexis Rallie Shellenbarger ‡
Songlin Yang

Asian Studies

Program

Asian Studies

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023
Anthony David Cala †† ᵃ
Daniel James Gimbrone * †

June 2024
Shion Burns
Willaina Ellise Chandler ††
Keishla T Davila-Otero * †† ᵃ
Sheba Angel DeLozier * †
Grace Elizabeth Jaskowiak ††
Jenny Nguyen ‡

College of Arts and Sciences
June 2024
Malak Al Azawi †
Sarah Al Sammarraie †
Shahed A Aldroobe
Rabab Ali
Diamonique M Allen
Selin Arnavut ††
Emtesal Ashfaq †
Caitlin M Barber ‡
Emily Marie Barone ‡
Djaliatou Barry †
Jacob S Barry †† ᴵ
Maya Rose Bernstein
Andrew Cao
Grace Marie Cavuoti †
Xiaomeng Chi
Mckenna Elizabeth Dempsey
Isabella Grace Dennison †
Joseph Paul DiPanfilo **
Katherine Elizabeth Duryea
Vittoria Marina Falsone
Mikayla Rose Ferrara ‡
Michael Giovanni Filice
Jessica M Fisher * ‡
Supreme Gurung
Holland Marie Hawkes ‡
Josephine Christiana Hesse
Jennifer Huang
Danielle M Hurtado
Victoria M Imaev
Hanchen Jiang
Matthew E Joseph
Jasvir Kaur
Suleman Khan ††
Nahee Kim ‡
Mitchell Kogut
Rachel Marie Korpanty
Justine O Kuno
Winnie Lam ††
Anastasias Liberatos †
Cindy Lin
Sarah M Lo †
Anasha Renata Lootawon
Lizbeth Liliana Lopez
Christian Lee Loretto †
Nabeel Magsoosi †
Victoria Catherine Majka †
Alyssa Beverly Manwarren
Abby Martin ** ‡
Tristen Elizabeth Mason
Felice Masumbuko ‡
Camila Ofelia Medina
Megan Marie Meloon †
Julianna Faith Miller ††
Kingsley O Mitchell
Viet Truong Nguyen ‡
David Anthony Notto Jr ††
Lucas J Nowakowski
Florence O Nwabueze
Jirannell V Okai †
Zahria D Paddyfoot
Volha Palhun
Isabella Rose Panepinto
Emily Pelayo-Perez
Myunbo Pen
Aaliyah S Persaud
Helen Ting Xiao Pond ‡
Jamison Reid Powell ††
Lauryn Kennedy Quinn
Olivia Kathleen Ray †
Connor William Reagan ††
Kayli E Reynolds
Antonio Josue Roman
Oscar Salazar
Ibrahim Salih †
Staling Manuel Santos Minaya
Fabbio A Scaife †
George Peter Schmitt Jr ‡
Bizhan Shaban
Anna Tang †
Nayely N Tenesaca Brito
Hailey Rebecca Travis †
Nitya Vij
Brooklin S Ward †
Andrew Robert Warner ††
Brittney Webb
Meghan Marie Whalen ** ‡
Ray B Williams
Adam J Wojtulski
Grace Roselind Wood
Sydney K Woods
Tara Zarei
Janey Zhu †
Bachelor of Science
August 2023
Brianna D Dennis
Clare Michelle Duthie
Isis NaCyra Land
Mariana Moreno †
Amelia A Stussman †
Cameron D Williams *
February 2024
Valentina Maria Allen
Emmanuel Ambroise
Alaina Kathleen Bailey ᴨ †
Zahra Hussein
Ariana Jaicerra Johnson †
Jason J Kim
Jia Jun Li ‡
Jensi Hemantbhai Patel
Arsam Rafiee
Anthony D Sefo
Caren Shao
Amandine M Tirino †
Jia Zeng
June 2024
Rawhi A Abuhammad
Aiman Ahmad
Nassem Alabadi
Dalya Ahmed Alani ††
Huda Aljuboori
Jacob Lev Aronin †
Fritz James Blaskovits ‡
Anna Michelle Braymiller ‡
Ethan C Brooks
Jacob Brooks ‡
Taylor Ashley Cartagena Ogra
Kellee Faith-Ann Channer
Yu Chen
Hasung Chong ‡
Ammad S Choudhry
Jian Louise Clermont
Camryn L Darling ††
Ryan A Dewan ††
Maura Ellen Dungan †† ᴨ
Nadya A Elhalawany †
Jasmine R Fleming * ††
Mollie M Friar
Tanvir R Fuad ††
Pamela Grajales
Vaishali Gupta ** †† ᴨ
Shiloh Violet Hajdufi
Ainsley Maitland helt
Meagan Horton ††
Sara A Hyder
Hisfa Ishfaq
Saad Jamil
Daniel D Johnson ‡
Timothy Kwok
Rachel Michelle Kyaw
Sabrina Lee ††
Jacky Lin * ‡
Wen Jie Lin ‡
Zejin Lin †
Mirian Jhomora Loja Palaguachi
Jahdiaum Abaiah Love
Jessica E Lynch ‡
Brennan Eric Lyon
Fatoumata Bintou Magassouba †
Iqra Mahmood
Aniket Maini ††
Kelly R Maney †
Angela Mathews
Joshua Maxwell Oken ††
Sebastian Antonio Pardo ††
Greg Anthony S Paredes
Bianna Pathammavong
Amanda P Petrarchi ‡
Nathan Joseph Pfeffer ‡
Shweta C Pillai †† ᴨ
Cassandra Lynn Rohrdanz
Rebecca Rubel
Melanie Joanna Rushton ††
Nazmus Safwat ‡
Colton Richard Sakowsky
Elliana Rose Schmitt ‡
Dhruv Sharma ††
Wesley C Shiew
Won Shin †
Shilpa Siby †
Penelope Ann Smith †
Ethan Tong * †† ✂
Maheen G Turk ††
Gabrielle Sophia Vollaro
Charvi Kishore Vukanti *
Zackary Paul Weber †
Chase E Westcott †
Shun Lei Win ‡
Keerti Sai Yendamuri ‡
Jia Ming Yeung
Alexis Nicole Young †

August 2024
Rayna Cooke
Sarah Marron †

Department of Chemistry
Chemistry
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Nathaniel Anacta *
Sharon Li

February 2024
Annie Le ††
Juliano Sidari
Christopher Palmer Tucciarone

June 2024
Raymond Nketiah Boadu
Gilbert Berko Brefo
Kelsey Payton Coppola ** †† ✂
Zhenfeng Fang
Zachary Gurgoš ‡
Calen Lucas Holmes
J’Lynn Jones †
Erick Mock
Cassandra Evelyn Ohmmeiss ††
Beyoncé A Owusu
Giacomo Joseph Scilla ** ††
Jesse Shengyu Yin

Bachelor of Science
February 2024
Emily Peiton Huang †
Antonin Palka-Mikes

June 2024
Spencer Ang ††

Department of Classics
Classics
Bachelor of Arts
February 2024
Matthew Alexander Salonich ††

June 2024
Jacob William Klink * ††

Department of Communication
Communication
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Sikiru A Akerele
Sirivathsan Vishal Atputharaja
Carmen J Di Iorio * †
Sean Gerard Egan Jr
Matthew Patrick Gilbert
Daniel J Hamilton
Bryanna E Kelly
Mohamed Kourouma
Jacob Benjamin Lorge
Marc Anthony Salerno
Cameron I Schneider
Hussein Mustafa Abdillahi Yusuf

February 2024
Caitlin M Aranda †
Justin Brown

Ronald Cook Jr.
Hannah Elizabeth Craig ††
Shaun W Dolac †
Tyler Montgomery Doty †
Darren Dunn †
Jack Mayer Feinberg
Sunil-Kumar Fong
Benjamin Marc Garelick
Benjamin Robert Greenstein
Zachary Wayne Ha
Ayelet Ilyse Horn
Marlyn J Johnson
Ardaya Delijah Peaches Jones
John Isa Khaskan Jr
Kyler M Laing
Ian Michael LaManna
Kimberly Yeo Jean Ling †
Jason B Littlefair
Emily M Matthew
Drew T Mesler
Maggie Kathleen Miranda ‡
Ifeoma Courtney Okwara
Htet Min Oo
Tyler J Pitruzzella
Sean Patrick Powers ‡
Nichanun Praphan
Katherine Ann Roberts
Aarón M Schnitzer
Olivia Grace Simon
Payton M Stachewicz
Edwina Nwadiuso Theo-Obodo
Renysisa Mosani Thomas
Samuel Joesph Thomolaris III
Macy O Weber

June 2024
Tyshawn K Alfred
Hayden Patrick Brett Amo ††
Megan Ang * †
Christina Sophia Antoci ‡
Michael P Barady
Emma Grace Bennett * †
Michael Louis Bianchi II
Arella E Biesinger
Nicole Birnbach †
Harry P Blakeley
Kaylie Gabriella Bodmer ‡
Ian M Bonalle †
Zachary H Briggs
Autumn A Brown ** ††

Corey Vincent Cantando
Thomas Carlyle ‡
Julia E Carroll * †
Mariana Carvajal Torres ††
Jack L Cassidy
Tiffany Grace Castellano
Mia F Cavatass ‡
Raymond Chan
Ying Ting Chan ††
Yan Ting Christine Chee ‡
Vasishn Vinod Cheruku ‡
Andy Chu
Emily E Clouden
Spencer A Cowen †
Carlos Antonio Ong Daof
Emma F DeForest * ††
Chris Deng
Kiga Dhonlo Dewatshang
Nathan Peter Dibble
Andrew Francis Dickey
Thomas John Dolciootto
Omar M Elabdouni
Jennifer L Faizy
Joel R Farmen
Rebecca Elizabeth Fedorjaka
Dylan Michael Foresta
Brandon Lee Fowler-Varon
Maria A Gaminde
Enrique Garcia
Katherine L Gaynor
Lizbeth Gomez Loyola †
Hailey K Grasso * †
Dylan Parker Greco
Zhanghua Gui
Nicholas J Harewood
Nathan R Hayek
Lucas J Jachimiak
Sharif Jameel
Derick Jean-Pierre
Stephanie Anne Jones ††
Meghan Jules * †
Olivia M Keicher †
Sara Barcena Kliegman
McKenna Rose Lalonde * ‡
Carla M Lamm ††
Alexis Judith LeClair †
Angela Lee ‡
Eva G Leonard ‡
Department of Economics

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023

Keira Jillian Baird
Mirna Cadet
Eric T Chan
Joshua Mathisson
Tyler Andrew Murak
Hana Okawa
Ethan Perez
Dominic R Viterna
Chuyang Zhao

February 2024

Andrew Jacob Adinolfi * ††
Ryan C. Aquiline ††
Ishmael Hamza Asad †
Amna Aurangzeb *
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Lucas William Busold
Yu Lin Chen
Zikang Cheng **
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Matthew Jackson * ††
Excellence Ntumba Kimfuta
Philip John LaMantia * ‡
Hyunmin Lee
Chenxi Lin †
Fangyu Lin
Jack Lin **
Rocco Luigi Loscalzo
Christian Geovani Lujan
Ruitao Luo ††
Tyler Andrew Mack
Elizabeth S Manderson
Jamie Pan ** †
William Dea’Kyne Quinlan
Ismaela A Ramanu
Kenny Stewart Ramon-Rojas
Gagandip Singh
Shidong Tao
Justin J Thomas
Emily Veras

Department of Communicative Disorders and Sciences

Speech and Hearing Science

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023

Courtney Lynn Dalgleish
Breanna Lee Herrmann *
Sarah A Polakos

February 2024

Karina Calixto †
Molly Elizabeth Conaway †
Ofosua Ohene Darko †
Veronica Grace Duran †
Laura Michele Falk ††
Isabella Rose Guiggey

Department of Economics

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023

Keira Jillian Baird
Mirna Cadet
Eric T Chan
Joshua Mathisson
Tyler Andrew Murak
Hana Okawa
Ethan Perez
Dominic R Viterna
Chuyang Zhao

February 2024

Andrew Jacob Adinolfi * ††
Ryan C. Aquiline ††
Ishmael Hamza Asad †
Amna Aurangzeb *
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Lucas William Busold
Yu Lin Chen
Zikang Cheng **
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Matthew Jackson * ††
Excellence Ntumba Kimfuta
Philip John LaMantia * ‡
Hyunmin Lee
Chenxi Lin †
Fangyu Lin
Jack Lin **
Rocco Luigi Loscalzo
Christian Geovani Lujan
Ruitao Luo ††
Tyler Andrew Mack
Elizabeth S Manderson
Jamie Pan ** †
William Dea’Kyne Quinlan
Ismaela A Ramanu
Kenny Stewart Ramon-Rojas
Gagandip Singh
Shidong Tao
Justin J Thomas
Emily Veras

Department of Communicative Disorders and Sciences

Speech and Hearing Science

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023

Courtney Lynn Dalgleish
Breanna Lee Herrmann *
Sarah A Polakos

February 2024

Karina Calixto †
Molly Elizabeth Conaway †
Ofosua Ohene Darko †
Veronica Grace Duran †
Laura Michele Falk ††
Isabella Rose Guiggey

Department of Economics

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023

Keira Jillian Baird
Mirna Cadet
Eric T Chan
Joshua Mathisson
Tyler Andrew Murak
Hana Okawa
Ethan Perez
Dominic R Viterna
Chuyang Zhao

February 2024

Andrew Jacob Adinolfi * ††
Ryan C. Aquiline ††
Ishmael Hamza Asad †
Amna Aurangzeb *
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Lucas William Busold
Yu Lin Chen
Zikang Cheng **
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Matthew Jackson * ††
Excellence Ntumba Kimfuta
Philip John LaMantia * ‡
Hyunmin Lee
Chenxi Lin †
Fangyu Lin
Jack Lin **
Rocco Luigi Loscalzo
Christian Geovani Lujan
Ruitao Luo ††
Tyler Andrew Mack
Elizabeth S Manderson
Jamie Pan ** †
William Dea’Kyne Quinlan
Ismaela A Ramanu
Kenny Stewart Ramon-Rojas
Gagandip Singh
Shidong Tao
Justin J Thomas
Emily Veras

Department of Communicative Disorders and Sciences

Speech and Hearing Science

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023

Courtney Lynn Dalgleish
Breanna Lee Herrmann *
Sarah A Polakos

February 2024

Karina Calixto †
Molly Elizabeth Conaway †
Ofosua Ohene Darko †
Veronica Grace Duran †
Laura Michele Falk ††
Isabella Rose Guiggey

Department of Economics

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023

Keira Jillian Baird
Mirna Cadet
Eric T Chan
Joshua Mathisson
Tyler Andrew Murak
Hana Okawa
Ethan Perez
Dominic R Viterna
Chuyang Zhao

February 2024

Andrew Jacob Adinolfi * ††
Ryan C. Aquiline ††
Ishmael Hamza Asad †
Amna Aurangzeb *
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Lucas William Busold
Yu Lin Chen
Zikang Cheng **
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Matthew Jackson * ††
Excellence Ntumba Kimfuta
Philip John LaMantia * ‡
Hyunmin Lee
Chenxi Lin †
Fangyu Lin
Jack Lin **
Rocco Luigi Loscalzo
Christian Geovani Lujan
Ruitao Luo ††
Tyler Andrew Mack
Elizabeth S Manderson
Jamie Pan ** †
William Dea’Kyne Quinlan
Ismaela A Ramanu
Kenny Stewart Ramon-Rojas
Gagandip Singh
Shidong Tao
Justin J Thomas
Emily Veras

Department of Communicative Disorders and Sciences

Speech and Hearing Science

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023

Courtney Lynn Dalgleish
Breanna Lee Herrmann *
Sarah A Polakos

February 2024

Karina Calixto †
Molly Elizabeth Conaway †
Ofosua Ohene Darko †
Veronica Grace Duran †
Laura Michele Falk ††
Isabella Rose Guiggey

Department of Economics

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023

Keira Jillian Baird
Mirna Cadet
Eric T Chan
Joshua Mathisson
Tyler Andrew Murak
Hana Okawa
Ethan Perez
Dominic R Viterna
Chuyang Zhao

February 2024

Andrew Jacob Adinolfi * ††
Ryan C. Aquiline ††
Ishmael Hamza Asad †
Amna Aurangzeb *
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Lucas William Busold
Yu Lin Chen
Zikang Cheng **
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Matthew Jackson * ††
Excellence Ntumba Kimfuta
Philip John LaMantia * ‡
Hyunmin Lee
Chenxi Lin †
Fangyu Lin
Jack Lin **
Rocco Luigi Loscalzo
Christian Geovani Lujan
Ruitao Luo ††
Tyler Andrew Mack
Elizabeth S Manderson
Jamie Pan ** †
William Dea’Kyne Quinlan
Ismaela A Ramanu
Kenny Stewart Ramon-Rojas
Gagandip Singh
Shidong Tao
Justin J Thomas
Emily Veras

Department of Communicative Disorders and Sciences

Speech and Hearing Science

Bachelor of Arts

August 2023

Courtney Lynn Dalgleish
Breanna Lee Herrmann *
Sarah A Polakos

February 2024

Karina Calixto †
Molly Elizabeth Conaway †
Ofosua Ohene Darko †
Veronica Grace Duran †
Laura Michele Falk ††
Isabella Rose Guiggey
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alex Wu</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dong Xie</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hongyu Zhao</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2024</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian M Abella</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>February 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan H Ackerman</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>February 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saad Afzal</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>February 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Agurto</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Alifonso</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt E Alletto</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Thomas Antonacci</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kola Isaiah Apatira</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Adewale Babalola</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamadou Bah</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Damilare Bamgboye</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Christopher Bates</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soham Vinod Bhandare</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Ines Bizzoni</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvatore Dennis Brancato</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason M Cela-Castro</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Tennyson Cohen</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin Defino</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayson Deng</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Dolmo</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony El Frenn</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamer G Elkhosh</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuchen Fan</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuri Alexander Gbenebitse</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholasos Alexander</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giannopoulos</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osiris Guerrero</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas W Hanford</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor Shakeer Henry</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Lee Hollingsworth</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yizhou Huang</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Isaiah Hunt</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyson M Hurwitz</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed O Iginla</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darion Anthony Jobe-Lyon</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan William Kolbmann</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idan Korn</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Ryan Kotch</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward K Kwarteng</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin James Landis</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eitan Oz Levy</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Lin</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu Liu</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucian Yu Macdonald Sr</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aryn M Notovitz</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin A Osorio</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics-Economics</td>
<td>August 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Department of Environment and Sustainability

Environmental Geosciences
Bachelor of Science
August 2023
Sara A Close
February 2024
Deophil L Jones
Sean Christian Rustowicz ††
Gabriel Francis Ryan †
Matthew Allen Strong
June 2024
Katherine Marie Blake †† P
Kelsey Payton Coppola ** †† P
Rafaela Concetta Elish †
Danny J Fei
Sara E Howard ‡
Valerie Ortiz P
Hannah Elizabeth Osborne †
Shelby J Sayeta †

Environmental Sustainability
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Hongming Chen
William Pascal McDonough ††
Anna M Wojtowicz
February 2024
Angela Gutierrez
Michael Robert Rosina †
Reese D Rudnick ††
Benjamin John Starks ‡
Lynnie Marie Wallen ‡
June 2024
Darcy Adele Butler *
Samantha Meireles †
Valerie Sullivan
Carly-Grace Elizabeth Woodworth
August 2024
Jason Barnes *

Environmental Studies
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Annemarie E Dooley *
June 2024
Moises Yojan Bautista
Hannah E Coffed ‡
Kelli Michele Walker

Bachelor of Science
August 2023
Gabriel Micheal Cline
Sophia Katherine Costantini
Saige M Matolka †
February 2024
Kaitlyn J Ballou
Saige Greenfield
Natalie E Wright
June 2024
Luke Alexander †
Aynne Bednasz ‡
Scott Buchnowski †
Kayla Ingrid Caraballo †
Rachel Hedy Cavalier ‡
Gursimran S Chahal
Rachel M Donnellan †
Nicholas Genco
Gabriel W Hadley
Cameron I Laird †
Justin Lougen ††
Lindsey K Martinez †
Payton Elizabeth McKelvey ** ††
Juntralai Saeyang Moore
Brendan Thomas Pilewski
Julie Ann Poplawski
Jared Josip Rider
Judeline Rodriguez
Yve Murielle Shapiro
Alexander Sorokin
Allison Morgan Stewart †
Emily G Townsend
Mia Lee Veefkind †† P
Jimi Wiggins †

Department of Geography

Geographic Information Science
Bachelor of Science
August 2023
Carlos Lucero Vargas

February 2024
Ke Zhang

June 2024
Gavin Westley Ellowitz †† P
Ethan Kendrick Dimaano Garcia ** ††
Nahiyan Islam
Simon Lipka
Jiachen Lu
Liam McIntosh
Jia Jun Oh ††
Carl Douglas Tyson Jr

August 2024
Mickey Malone

Geography
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Marisol Estevez * †

February 2024
Galo Jose Maradiaga Eguez *
Kristyn Fredericka Ramroop

June 2024
Morgan H Bowerman ††
Nicholas Cushman Brandjes
Tyla R Charlton *
Ethan Kendrick Dimaano Garcia ** ††
Alexander Laurenzi
Stephen K Mills
Esther Delices Nyakato * †
Rui Qu
Baicheng Wu

August 2024
Jaden Campbell
Chester Gross †

International Trade
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Crystal Chen
Scott Mathew Dailey
Steve M Kabayiza
Tyler J Lucas
Luley M Osman
Dongdong Shen

February 2024
Wenjuan Feng
Michael Anthony Hall
Atef Ahmed Ibrahim
Sunny Jiang
Edison Li
Galo Jose Maradiaga Eguez *
Christopher J McLaughlin
Stanley Mei
Kesia E Santos
Rayyan M Siddiqui
Lia Xinru Sotiri
Joshua M Tsujimoto
Gabriel Alexander Urena

June 2024
Julian Solomon Christian Alvarez
Tyla R Charlton *

Geography
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Marisol Estevez * †

February 2024
Galo Jose Maradiaga Eguez *

June 2024
Morgan H Bowerman ††
Nicholas Cushman Brandjes
Tyla R Charlton *
Ethan Kendrick Dimaano Garcia ** ††
Alexander Laurenzi
Stephen K Mills
Esther Delices Nyakato * †
Rui Qu
Baicheng Wu

August 2024
Jaden Campbell
Chester Gross †
August 2024
Kyle Flynn *
Amani Mutua *

Department of Geology
Geological Sciences
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Alexa Taylor Dean **
February 2024
Matthew J Dompkowski
Joseph Angelo Gajewski †
Kerri Mugavero **
June 2024
Nicholas Richard Tibollo ** †
Bachelor of Science
August 2023
Eleanor Margo Byrne
Kaitlyn E Cross ‡
Nicholas J Gardner
William A Goldsmith
Jason Daniel Hanania † †
Ryan D Mahoney ‡
Connor J Michalowski †
Brandon Lawrence Monegro
Mashrafi Ahmed * † † ᴾ
Salvatore Joseph Argento ** † †
Josh Armstrong ‡
Julia Blake Brodsky ** † †
Taynia Atallia Brown † † † P
Gabriel Coughlin Burger †
Richard Andrew Cassano †
Eric Chen ** †
Julia R Cook ** †
Jacob Ryan Cornell
John G Daudelin
David C DeFilippo
Montana Rose Desabio ‡
Isabella Marie DiMura ** † †
Abigail Helen Young * ‡
August 2024
Rachel Galet * ‡

Department of Global Gender and Sexuality Studies
Global Gender Studies
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Hao D Mohamed *
June 2024
Sara Jean Bachraty * † †
Tari Samantha Civerolo * † †
Britney A Okyere * † †
Ian Ultvulgt * † †
Virginia Sophie Walczak * † †
Isabela Walsh * † † P
Abigail Helen Young * ‡

Department of History
History
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Monica Adam
Timothy William Allen Jr
Bradley Castiglia *** † † P
Brett Nickolas Colca †
Mia Anne DeLap
Ian M Donnachie † †
Jared William Pencek
Habibur Rahman
Michael David Rechichi †
Robert Joseph Siembida †
Kyle E Weir ‡
Renas Zangana **
February 2024
Jonathan D LaFalce
June 2024
Taylor D Cook
Derek Zurenda
August 2024
Kierstin Lorraine
Kelsey Newlands
Patrick Rogers †
August 2024
Mashrafi Ahmed * † † P
Salvatore Joseph Argento ** † †
Josh Armstrong ‡
Julia Blake Brodsky ** † †
Taynia Atallia Brown † † † P
Gabriel Coughlin Burger †
Richard Andrew Cassano †
Eric Chen ** †
Julia R Cook ** †
Jacob Ryan Cornell
John G Daudelin
David C DeFilippo
Montana Rose Desabio ‡
Isabella Marie DiMura ** † †
Abigail Helen Young * ‡

Department of Linguistics
Linguistics
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Daniel James Gimbrone * †
Lilla Maria Herlinger †
Steven Ryan Winters † †
February 2024
Daniel Robert McPartlin ‡
Shavonne Starlett Pucula
Shengyuan Tang
Gregory Thomas Tucci ‡
June 2024
Cole Patrick Axberg **
Madeline Braun †
Keishla T Davila-Otero * † † P
John Keith DellaContrada ** † †
Alec Z Feldstein †
Yiwen Feng ᵃ †
Amanda Catherine Healey * † † P
Addison E Houseman * † † P
Selah Naomi Jackson ‡
Hannah Joy Kelly †
Katelynn Lawson
Lauryn Marie Lombardo ‡
Bryne Victoria Mittermeyer-Parkman * ‡
Andrew Othman † †
Connor Sutton Quimby ‡
Desha A Renshaw
Department of Mathematics
Mathematics
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Yao Jean-Pierre Bogue
Shiyuan Ge ** †
Enkang Lin **
February 2024
Rezwana I Arshia *
Amna Aurangzeb *
Souleymane Barry
Laura Christine Bogner
Adrian A Campbell
Ziye Dong
Isley Josephine Gebman †
Thomas Hahn ** ††
Thomas Peter Kolasny ** ††
Van Thi Thao Le
Zhenyu Li * ‡
Ziheng Li †
Kevin Nguyen ††
Lauren Nicole Shanley
Paul B Shimanovich
Dylan Richard Smith
Thomas D Strade Jr †
Douglas Arthur Wrotnowski
Shenghao Zheng
June 2024
Mars Andersen ** †
Caleb Ayers
Tadd Alan Barr
Scilla Benussi ** ††
Duk Bhattrai
Amiel I Blakeney
Anthony Michael Brigante
Louis M Corrente **
Andrea Elbaneh
Harrison Phillip Fedro ** ††
Peter Anthony Gerace III †
Antonio Joseph Gragnaniello
Matthew Michael Izzo †
Grace H Jackson †
Mackenzie Ann Jacobs ** ††
Wasif Khan
Thomas Kowalski †
Lucas Edward Kruse ††
Ajay Byron Kumar
Hongtao Lin
Nicholas Thomas Lisman †
Jiahui Liu †
Zhiyi Liu
Cory Nicholas Margarucci * †
John J McElduff
Jack Q Michael
Jonathan Alejandro Muralles
William Phuoc Nguyen
Anoop Madhavsvai Nilam ** †† ‡
Anthony Ovando
Jonghoon Park †
Krish D Patel ** †† ‡
Grace Marie Patterson
John R Saunders Ø †
Evan Michael Shampine ** †
Michael J Simons
Raushan Kumar Singh
Anna-Jeanne R Staerker
Vivendra T Tulsee
Timothy Nicholas Turner †
Abigayle M Tweedy **
Mohammed M Uddin *
Jingyan Wang ** †
Steven Wang *** †
Michael Vincent Warsaw **
Xiaohan Wei
Carter R Weidman ** †
Qinquan Wu †
Zixuan Ye **
Stephanie Yuen ** †† ‡
Quan Zhang †
Jessie Xueqing Zou **
June 2024
Sarah Vaughn Brown †
Huai Chen
Alexander Jacob Dashkoff
Aidan Christopher Davis ††
Madison Jean Hammar †
Aurora Shea Hastings ††
Keith Hehr †
Breanna Marie Hill †
Harrison Hutton Ø †
Rhonan G Kegler
Sahojar Mohammad Khan ** ††
David Kim
Trang Quynh Le
Benjamin Jacob Leonardo
Corin E Loughrey †
Huixin Luo †
Alexandria M Miller ††
William R Monderine
Anthony Montoya
Benjamin Quinn Murty ††
Gino Nicole ††
Patrick Joseph Purcell
Melanie Danielle Rosa
Timothy J Ryan
Giacomo Joseph Scilla ** ††
Rahul Singh ††
Grace E Smith †
Elizabeth A Sonin †
Chase Mason Turner ††
Daniel Viola ** †
Thomas Abraham Wagner †
Veronica Nicole Walker †
Jie Xing
Samuel L Zamdmer †
Department of Media Study
Film Studies
Bachelor of Arts
February 2024
William Huang †
William Adesina Sasore
Carsten Rogers Staehlin †
Xin Xu
June 2024
Brandon Thomas Steiger ††
August 2024
Christel Clervil
Media Study
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Kye Anthony Bowles †
Alexander S Frank †
Peter Phillip Pratt Jr
Liam Edward Reilly †
Maxine Naa Adjeley Sowah †
Jeffrey Zheng
February 2024
Arafath Hossain Ashik
Ian A Baksh
Jacob Hunter Berkwits
Eric Michael Head ††
Kai Jiang †
Justin Emmanuel Joseph-Maraj
Matthew Mark Luke
Yi Luo †
Jawad Tajwar Mahmood
Tyler Joseph Mathis
Callan J Monroe †
Linglong Yuan
June 2024
Marc-Eric Christopher Baan ‡
Jack Bernard Billingham
Francis X Brandt Jr ** †
Paige M Bulera ‡
Anthony Victor Butler ‡
Kelsey Dee Conlon †
Katie Elizabeth Daugherty †† ᴾ
Sara Noel Dembiski †
Edward Donnellan III
Robert Aditya Dube
Sydney Monet Duval ‡
Reese Joseph Fioato
Jessica M Fisher * †
Dior Larie Gillins ** ††
Connor R Gray
Carter D Green ††
Nicholas Peter Guererri †
Kamau Atiba Hawthorne
Nicolee Elizabeth Jimenez ‡
Vid Jokic
Sydney M King ††
Katherine Rose Korn
Jillian Rose Kotwica ††
Rebecca Kathleen Lang * ††
Jamie M Levea †
Jamie Grace Lieser ** ††
Ziye Lin
Nathaniel Anthony Luh †† P
Daniel Joseph Mammoser
Cian Rodney McCallum
Michael Oppong Ampadu
Brandon J Palomar †
Asthana Pandey * †
Augustine Peadrah-Frimpong II
Victoria S Pomposelli
Dylan Quinn
Rachel Elizabeth
Ragonese * †† P
Steffi M Rivera
Caron A Robinson
Jeremy Michael Steinmark
Adam R Tarnowskii
Savannah N Walker
Kunling Wang †
Shania Danielle Williams ††
Andrew J Wilson
Tenzin Wodhean *
Jiayi Ye
Xinyi Yun †
August 2024
Rachel Galet * †
Yu Jin Huang †

Department of Music

Music
Bachelor of Arts
February 2024
Sophia A DiCenso ‡
June 2024
Dantrae D Alonso
Kevin Anthony Bassler ††
Mark Anthony Bogacki ** †
Amanda Carol Lombard †
Job Nathaniel E Nabong
David J Wanamaker

August 2024
Tiffany Gonsalves *
Music Performance
Bachelor of Music
February 2024
Yinuo Huang ††
June 2024
Brandon D Knox
Matthew Travis Nastro ††
Madison D Reimer ††
Nadia Syed ††
Rosa Catquynh Vu ††

Department of Philosophy

Philosophy
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Annemarie E Dooley *
Lance Cartier Hill * †
February 2024
Kyroh Hahn
Zhenyu Li * †
Michael B Rudloff-Rico
Lydia Marilyn Sacheli ††
June 2024
Nikolas Giovanni Berardi *
Amanda Grace Casale * †
Eric Todd Thor Gioeli
Ethan David Klie *
Victoria E Mauro ††
Joshua James Cheyenne Saunders
Olivia Marie Smith
August 2024
Amani Mutua *

Philosophy, Politics & Economics
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Gavin W Bonar *

Department of Physics

Mathematical Physics
Bachelor of Science
August 2023
Luke Anthony Di Fato ** ††
June 2024
Anthony Joseph Gullo * †
Trey Wojnar ‡

Physics
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Luke Anthony Di Fato ††
February 2024
Alyssa Warrior
June 2024
Chris Peter Durnien
Justin Janiszewski †
Jennifer Newman ** †
Cheng Yue Ivan Ong ‡
Aidan Toy
Bachelor of Science
August 2023
Shiyuan Ge ** †
February 2024
Jake Di Nardo
Thomas Hahn ** †
Linxuan Hu
June 2024
Mars Andersen ** †
Mark Anthony Bogacki ** †
Anthony Joseph Gullo * †
Christopher Michael Hanley
Zaw Oo Ko ††
Benjamin Morley **
Aashil A Patel

Department of Political Science

Global Affairs
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Tewor Morjama Kondoh
February 2024
Olivia Kate Seifert * ‡
June 2024
Hunter O’Connor ‡
Anjula Devemini
Weherawatthage
August 2024
Amy Cinquemani

Political Science
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Chantel B Clement *
Marisol Estevez * †
Evan L Forti Hong
Ashely Peyasena †
Jaden N Rynkewicz ** †
Rachel Mae Tranter ** ††
Nicholas M Abbott *
Andrew Jacob Adinolfi * ††
Waleed Alouat
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Eliot Cary
Gabriel M Cerroni †
Ryan F Cocchiarella * ††
Hailey DeLong
Ethan Harry Falconer
Bridget Rose Finucane †
Alexa S Foroglou * ††
Chrysanthi A Gitsis †
Derek L Hodge *
Matthew Jackson * ††
John M Loughran ††
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Mah †
Victoria R Manfredi †

Department of Physics

Global Affairs
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Tewor Morjama Kondoh
February 2024
Olivia Kate Seifert * ‡
June 2024
Hunter O’Connor ‡
Anjula Devemini
Weherawatthage
August 2024
Amy Cinquemani

Political Science
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Chantel B Clement *
Marisol Estevez * †
Evan L Forti Hong
Ashely Peyasena †
Jaden N Rynkewicz ** †
Rachel Mae Tranter ** ††
Nicholas M Abbott *
Andrew Jacob Adinolfi * ††
Waleed Alouat
Derek Michael Bushman * ‡
Eliot Cary
Gabriel M Cerroni †
Ryan F Cocchiarella * ††
Hailey DeLong
Ethan Harry Falconer
Bridget Rose Finucane †
Alexa S Foroglou * ††
Chrysanthi A Gitsis †
Derek L Hodge *
Matthew Jackson * ††
John M Loughran ††
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Mah †
Victoria R Manfredi †
Nicholas Elias Marron ††
Kacper Modzelewski
Matthew Christopher Mullhaupt †
Anna Alicia Northrup ** ††
Matthew Paul Palesh ††
Katja B Rabus ** †† P
Kyrsten F Ripple ††
Olivia Kate Seifert * †
Brian D Young †
Richard Zheng ††

** June 2024 **
Arah Shiri Abunaw ††
Matthew Agurto ○ †† P
Masrur Ahmed * †† P
Ethan Forest Aldrich
Alisha H Allison †
Geoffrey Alpers †† P
Elnaz Amini ††
Grant Russell Ashley * ††
Emilio W Baez
Vasudev Nandan Baldwa ** †
Katie Elizabeth Bales †
Brandon Michael Barthold ††
Dzeneta Begovic †
Sarah Grace Benstock *
Nikolas Giovanni Berardi *
Caillou T Borden
Anna Marie Bovay †
Salvatore Dennis Brancato * †† P
Taylor Brusehaber *
Lily C Busler ††
Jessica J Carhart * †
Julia E Carroll * †
Julia E Carroll * †
Amanda Grace Casale * †
Shymaa Saad Challoob *
Pak Hei Chan * †
Juliana Vimbiso
Chikunguwo * ††
Suha N Chowdhury †
Samuel Charles Cornish
Ryan Davidson * †
Connor B Davison †
Emma F DeForest * ††
James Robert Desiderio
Michael James Dorato
Peter Jonathan Fasano †
Antonio Giuseppe Ferreira †
Ramon Joseph Garcia
Emily E Giacopelli †

Hailey K Grasso * †
Christopher John Hampton ††
Megan Lynn Hazeltine
Casey T Hogan ††
Hudson Kent Hort ††
Yasna Hossain Ali
Audrey Nova Joseph * †
Meghan Jules * †
Austin Chase Lange
Christopher J Lasher
Tannoy Hassan Madbar †
Fajr E Malik
Daniyaal Mannan
Maimuna Nishat Mannan †
Arine Matusovsky †
Michael T Mcgoey
Elizabeth Mellors *
Nicholas S Mino
Samantha Marie Morales †
Edward Mui *
Kali R Murphy
Sean S O’Brien * †
Iziegbewu J Odia †
Madeleine C Oehling ** †
Nicholas Bodhin Pogson
Rachel Elizabeth Ragonese * ††
Delaney M Reh * ††
Tanner Jon Ritz
Rhett B Robinson
Ian C Roma †† P
Julian G Said * †
Stephanie E Sam
Thomas Maxfield Sanders * †
John Patrick Schoemick †
Avantika Sridhar ** ††
Nian Zu Benjamin Tang †
Louis P Taravella Jr †
Alexandra M Taveras †
Aidan Sean Treanor *
Mary R Tyler * ††
Yaide C Valdez
Valentina Valentine
Marij van der Mast *
Quinton Robert Veno
Lola Libertad
Villamonte-Stein ††
David Edward Wagner * ††
Isabela Walsh * †† P
Eric L Weinman **
Benjamin Ronald Westberg ††
Jacob C Wichterich

Xin Zhang †† P
Gavin Clay Zmuda ** ††

** August 2024 **
Jason Barnes *
Jeremiah Jadidian ††

** Department of Psychology **

Psychology
Bachelor of Arts

** August 2023 **
Julie Luna Aronsky †
Elizabeth G Barnhardt *
Natayvia A Briggs
Thaliyah Alyssa Brown
Devyani H Budhnarain * ††
Charisse O Cameron
Bradley Castiglia *** †† P
Henry Chen
Justin D Chin *
Andrew Cho †
Deron Clark
Elizabeth Anne Clark †
Angeline Cooper †
Kayla Rose Dailke
Jenna Nicole Dashner
Celine DeCambré ††
Carmen J Di Iorio * †
Lilyana Naile Dilan
Sean Doolan * †
Zuriel Enoe ††
Eeman Mohsin Farooqui †
Matthew Golyan ††
Reina Marie Guerriero †
Kevin Alexander Hill
Lance Cartier Hill * †
Marcel Anthony Hyman
Hanaa Joumad
Victoria Jules
Angie L Lee
Justin Alexander Morris
Sean Mosey Murphy †
Hason-Ja Mutala
Joshua Neuman
Adam Sami Neves-Quinn
Hoi Tung H Ng II †
Jonathan K Nguyen
Sunwoo Oh †† P
Disha Anup Patel **
Jake Carter Pomper
Kaytlin Marie Pytlík
Gabriella M Rossi
Joshua M Russo
Jacob David Samland †
Julian Sanchez De La Rosa
Dylan Paul Schihl P
Hersh Singh **
Sara Michelle Smith
Ryan So
Johnathan P Steele
Stephanie Ann Stewart
Mienziu Tang
Agha Tong * †
Abigaëlle Prima Toussaint
Urasia
Angel Brandon Villalona Sr
Tangeniqua Washington
Leah N Wilson †
Daisy Zhou **

** February 2024 **
Keita H Adair
Skylar Rose Asamoah †
Nalina Bahadur
Afshaan Begum
Darby C Berdine
Haydan Alex Bloomberg †
Troy Gregory Brennan
Jeremy Burke
Alexandria Jane Charles
Kang Chen
Yen-Da Chen
Wesley Clark
Alyssa Leigh Cline * ††
Tahir Zion Cook
Sara Michele Cottle
Breanna De Jesus †
Gavin Cochrane Fitzgerald
Trinity Isabelle Folk
Grace Deanne George ††
Karneeka Golash *
Alyssa Rose Golden
Melanie Camille Gray
Jamie Hamburg
Keyaira Hamilton
Steven Herrera
Hunter Ryan Hinson
Danyar Shadman Ismail
Mohamad Shafiq Bin Mohamad Ismail
Sharon Jang
Suzanne M John
Andrew Thomas Kidd
Saranah A Koki
Jane M Lawicki ††
Jaiden Melissa Lefort †
Guohao Liang †
Leithe Abigail Linforth
Keyi Long †
Marcos A Lopez
Angel D Macagno
Sarina E Mansouri
Trinity Martin
Timothy Paul Maslak
Marcella Katie McDowell
Max Russell McHugh †
Ava Claire Mills
Hayley Brooke Montoya
Thomas James Muecke ††
Jacob Edwin Nemitz ** ††
Ashlyn Grace O’Shea †
Autumn Sallie Owens
Jacquelyn M Palmiotto *
Chloe Mary-Louise Parmelee †
Stephanie A Penna
Skyler James Randall ††
Morgan E Reimer ** ††
Laura Isabel Rivera Salgado * †
Hakem Mohamed Saeed †
Irtizaq T Saleh
Samantha Aurora Scanlon
Gautham Sivakumar
Cora A Soupios †
Keila Marie Spivey
Konstantinos Tsigkrelis
Amber Leigh Updike
Junelis Villar *
Yinghui Wang ††
Cinqué O Washington †
Jiaqi Wei †† †
Arthur John Wilson †
Kelsey J Wood †

June 2024
Kyle Richard Ackerson
Feyisayo A Adesina
Roshny Alam * †
Megan Ang * †
Adam A Aref †
Madyson Rose Ask
Titilola Olasunmbo Bakare †
Amelia Baker * †
Alice G Barefoot ††
Brianna May Beane
Emma Grace Bennett * †
Lauren Mary Berg †
Jacob D Bernstein †
Lisa M Bertrand
Izabella M Black †
Ryan Scott Bocalan
Emma Michele Boiano
Bridget Faah Bonsu
Dana Elisabeth Boschart †
Mack Anthony Brewington Jr
Nicholas J Briand
Joshua Thomas Brown
Madelynn Ray Burns
Nicole F Cadiff
Weiwen Cai
Brian Carlson
Grace V Cashman †
DeAngelis Kyle Castillo
Yasmeena Mai Chambers †
Hui Yue Crystal Chen †
Jiayi Chen ††
Jiayi Chen ** †
Krystal Cheung
Vivian Wing Cheung
Mychela Marie Chittenden
Liam Chonka † † P
Aayesha Chowdhury
Maggie Bocina Cicerello ††
Kendall Catherine Clements * †
Lily M Colligan ** †† P
Joseph Anthony Cook †† †† P
Kendra Jade Cook
Angelina Emily Cordero
Tyler J Coy
Karina Marie Cutrona
Marissa Rose D’Addario
Abigail G Dailey †
Aurora Maria Davis †
Dehniqie Zakiah DeFreitas * †
Cassandra Rose Del Priore * †
Farrah Angel DeLozier
Cade M Dewey ** †
Acelia Michelle Drake
Ryan Jeffrey Drake
Dallia Leticia Dubon †
Ryan Patrick Dunn †
Chelsea Marie Dzuiko
Liam MacGregor Ellwood †
Elene Endeladze * †
Sophia M Etline †
Gloria R Evans *
Paul Vincenzo Fabozzi
Rachel D Fan ** ††
Tracy Fang
Abigail A Feldman †
Marco Luciano Felipe †
Corey Michael Fleck †
Calista G Folk †
Jonathan L Fortes
Ashleigh Rose Fortunate * ††
Carl Gast
Zihan Ge
Brianna Marie Gettings
Taylor Rose Giacopelli ◊
Lyla Star Giallombardo * †
Rosemarie Giarraputo
Yasmine K Gill
Sarah Glashauser ††
Elena B Golden * †
Elizabeth A Goldstein ††
Grace Pamela Goldstein
Mckenna S Goltry †
Gwenalyn A Gominiak ‡
Giovanna M Gordon
Isabella Jesse Gray †
Rebecca Frances Griffiths
Abigail Grace Gross †
Rorey Dillon Hamilton
Cindy Caroline Harjono ** †† P
Shawna-Lea T Harper
Nina G Havens
Emily Hewson †
Melissa Lynn Hlopkov †
Keren Grace Hodulick
Haylee A Hoffman * †
Grace A Hollands †
Nicole Kai Lin Hong * †
Mingxiang Huang
Jaren H Hulce
Kayla M Hunt †

Raabia Husain
Kathleen E Jackson
Lei Jin †
Ciara Loren Johnson
Savannah Georgia Johnson * †
Jillian R Jones †
Ethan Jong
Johnathan Francis Kaszuba
Corinne James Kazmierczak
Catherine E Keenan †
Ryan E Kelly †
Mariza Hassan Khalaf II
Marwah B Khalak
Ethan David Klie * †
Alena Marie Kopec ††
Emily L Kostek * †
Taylor Leon Kotary †
Olivia Kwalski * †
Daphy Kuang
Jordan Mackenna Ladouceur
Lia C Lamonica ** †
Alexis Marie Lawrence †
Genevieve E Lazarchuck
Ava Adeline Lefort †
Madelyn R Lehmann * †
Emily G LeViness ††
Kirstin Ann Lewczyk
Jessica W Li
Pingping Li †
Anthony Liang
Siman Lin †
Danielle N Linardos †
Jared Eddie McGill
Kaitlyn G McKenzie
Shawna-Lea T Harper
Nina G Havens
Emily Hewson †
Melissa Lynn Hlopkov †
Keren Grace Hodulick
Haylee A Hoffman * †
Grace A Hollands †
Nicole Kai Lin Hong * †
Mingxiang Huang
Jaren H Hulce
Kayla M Hunt †
Tori F Merius †
Isaiah Joseph Michel ‡
Sarah Taylor Miles * ††
Grace O Miller ‡
Jared Michael Miller ** †
Asia Mohamed †
Alexandra Rose Molini
Amanda Shira Mondschein ‡
Kaitlyn Marie Monserrate †
Matthew Manuel Montalvo
Marissa Lynn Moretti †
Zoey Drake Morrisey ††
Rhita Munguyupo †
Hana Fatima Muqaddir
Khali Elijah Murdock ‡
Isabella G Negron
Spencer Allen Neu
Christopher G Ng * †
Isabel Anna Nicholas
Natalia A Nieves ‡
Sophia Nichole Norvel
Ashley Obstarczyk *
James O’Heron †
Britney A Okyere * ††
Kelly O’Neill ◊ †
Varun Parawar †
Olivia Parillo ‡
Yoonseo Park * ††
Zen K Patel
Brooke Elizabeth Pearce
Avery E Permoda *
Micheia-Rose Marie Perreault * ‡
Nicole Persaud
Annusha Pervez ** †
Tiffany Marie Phillips
Josias Timothy Pichardo
Angelica M Plaskocinski
Zachary Lloyd Andrew Porter
Matthew Preisigke
Brianna D Quashie
Jenna R Quinn *
Lila Sophia Racey ‡
Sophia C Rafaeloff ‡
Harman Singh Rai
Charmy Rani †
Julia Anne Reiller
Annike Joy Reill †
Madison Faith Reynolds
Amanda Sage Rissman
Jory Leana Robins
Alysse I Rollins †
Christopher L Rowan †
Payton Caroline Rowe * †
Mya Rusak ††
Jupiter Jane Ryan
Hudson Leo Salman ‡
Benjamin Moya Salomon
Amber Salonen
Samantha Sands ◊ ‡
Claire Elizabeth Sanford
Sadia S Sayma
Emilee M Schalk *
Jessica Scheibel ◊ †
Gabrielle Leanne Schroeder †
Sarah Elizabeth Seger * †
Brook Corin Siem
Nilah C Smith *
Taylor Eve Smith ††
Katelin S So
Reeham Sohail ** ‡
Hailey A Struck †
Xingchen Sui ◊
Nicole Tina Swiderek
Genavieve Charmaine
Swinarski ††
Adrian J Syed
Natalia Szulc †
Emily Kendra Tait
Arianna Patricia Terra
Ryan Chen Thompson ††
Rinoa M Thongchanch †
Elizabeth R Tighe
Jiarui Tong
Aidan Sean Treanor *
Nicole Elizabeth Tsangarakis * ‡
Mishel Tsoncheva ‡ ◊
Esther Princess Turay †
Marij van der Mast *
Hector Joseph Vargas
Angelica Grace Venezia ††
Brooke S Villkas †
Josephine Villanueva ◊ ††
Olivia F Wasnoch ‡
Luke E Waterman
Peiran Wei ‡
Emma G Weidman
Cayla J Werner
Laraina Grace Westcott * ††
Tianna Irene Williams
Michelle M Woedy * †
Darin Wong †
Vicky Wong
Yamila Wunsch
Izabel Ann Wylie
Gregory Wynter Jr
Zhihao Xu
Isabella Laura Yalof * †
Laurny E Yells
Abigail Helen Young * ‡
Calla Zarpentine †
Chenniao Zhou ‡
August 2024
Gianna Antieri
Kathryn Banas
Thomas Calabro*
Christian Caro*
Melody Colosimo
Brianna Gettings
Jacquelyn Golicki*
Lorraine Kovoor*
Abigail Helen Young * §
Jeydy Edith Paulus
Anna B Quan ‡
Mariem Saleh †
Simone Victoria Schultz
Pria Arianna Singh-Lakhman
Athena L Smith
Jenna A Strozewski
Hayleigh Anne Thomas
Brianna Corin Siem
Nilah C Smith *
Taylor Eve Smith ††
Xingchen Sui ◊
Nicole Tina Swiderek
Genavieve Charmaine
Swinarski ††
Adrian J Syed
Natalia Szulc †
Emily Kendra Tait
Arianna Patricia Terra
Ryan Chen Thompson ††
Rinoa M Thongchanch †
Elizabeth R Tighe
Jiarui Tong
Aidan Sean Treanor *
Nicole Elizabeth Tsangarakis * ‡
Mishel Tsoncheva ‡ ◊
Esther Princess Turay †
Marij van der Mast *
Hector Joseph Vargas
Angelica Grace Venezia ††
Brooke S Villkas †
Josephine Villanueva ◊ ††
Olivia F Wasnoch ‡
Luke E Waterman
Peiran Wei ‡
Emma G Weidman
Cayla J Werner
Laraina Grace Westcott * ††
Tianna Irene Williams
Michelle M Woedy * †
Darin Wong †
Vicky Wong
Yamila Wunsch
Izabel Ann Wylie
Gregory Wynter Jr
Zhihao Xu
Isabella Laura Yalof * †
Laurny E Yells
Abigail Helen Young * ‡
Calla Zarpentine †
Chenniao Zhou ‡
August 2024
Gianna Antieri
Kathryn Banas
Thomas Calabro*
Christian Caro*
Melody Colosimo
Brianna Gettings
Jacquelyn Golicki*
Lorraine Kovoor*
Abigail Helen Young * §
Jeydy Edith Paulus
Anna B Quan ‡
Mariem Saleh †
Simone Victoria Schultz
Pria Arianna Singh-Lakhman
Athena L Smith
Jenna A Strozewski
Hayleigh Anne Thomas
Brianna Corin Siem
Nilah C Smith *
Taylor Eve Smith ††
Xingchen Sui ◊
Nicole Tina Swiderek
Genavieve Charmaine
Swinarski ††
Adrian J Syed
Natalia Szulc †
Emily Kendra Tait
Arianna Patricia Terra
Ryan Chen Thompson ††
Rinoa M Thongchanch †
Elizabeth R Tighe
Jiarui Tong
Aidan Sean Treanor *
Nicole Elizabeth Tsangarakis * ‡
Mishel Tsoncheva ‡ ◊
Esther Princess Turay †
Marij van der Mast *
Hector Joseph Vargas
Angelica Grace Venezia ††
Brooke S Villkas †
Josephine Villanueva ◊ ††
Olivia F Wasnoch ‡
Luke E Waterman
Peiran Wei ‡
Emma G Weidman
Cayla J Werner
Laraina Grace Westcott * ††
Tianna Irene Williams
Michelle M Woedy * †
Italian
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Chantel B Clement *
June 2024
Mariann Caprino

Spanish
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Dakota Austin Dylan Fancher ** †
Anna M Markey ** ††

June 2024
Grant Russell Ashley * ††
Katiana Victoria Dubuisson †
Addison E Houseman * †† P
Josephine Kayla Jeananne Kavanagh * † P
Emma L Kulik ** †
Andre Maurice Lloyd Jr * †
Kallie McKenzie ** †† P
Brynne Victoria Mittermeyer-Parkman * †

Social Sciences
Interdisciplinary Program

Cognitive Science
Bachelor of Arts
February 2024
Joshua Maroney ††
Lilly Marie Wellman †

June 2024
Vaishali Gupta ** †† P
Alexandria L Heffle †
Nickolaus M Morgenstern
Leanna Jean Sparks †
Hailey S Starbuck †
Haruka Cynthia Toda
Saidah Akihah Willock †
Sydney L Wingard
Tenzin Wodhean *
Rebekah N Young ††

August 2024
Lorraine Kovoor*

Health and Human Services
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Sarah Albofradi Julia A Babula ** †
Starr I Bond
Taylor Nicole Burns ††
Jaden E Campbell †
Sophia R Emma
Breanna Lee Herrmann *
Hanna Eve Kline
Alex Lenneberg ** †
Roberto Nicholas Ortiz **
Iris Fang Lei Pu
Erica Paige Sigler ** ††
Ibrahim Sow **
Shannon Michelle Stachowski †

February 2024
Cinelle Tony Baptiste
Jaylon Tyree Bass †
Elle V Gross ††
Teddi Elizabeth Hayes
Hanna Leigh Johnson †
Caitlin C Kopinski ††
Paula Llumitaxi
Caitlin B Loggia †
Elisabeth C Ngo Nkweii
Jacquelyn M Palmiotto *
Laura Isabel Rivera Salgado * ††
Delu Skye Rizzo
Emily Bea Saltzman
Emily Sierant †
Emma C Sorensen * ††
Anthony Stankovskiy †
Jia Hui Tang †
Junelis Villar *
Sariah Washington
Ariana Mae Wood ††

June 2024
Kailey Anne Ahearn
Madina Ulfat Alam ** †† P
Sadia Alam††
Julia Marie Anthon †
Christina Sophia Antoci ◊ †
Ruthann Marie Arida
Sheldelynn Boatema Asamoah
Julianne Grace Avery ††

Nicole D Baez Aquino †
Alexandra Morgan
Brenden Belluardo
Kelis Aaliyah Bernard
Haley Bohnhlein ** ††
Claire Bonilla **
Skylar R Brockhum
Emily C Brockman
Mary Anne Brounscheidel **
Melissa Budziszewski ††
Casey Barone Burggraf
Gisselle E Campoverde
Gianna A Canzone ** †
Alexandra Carr ** ††
Carina F Catalano
Nicole Chappell ** ††
Sydney Marie Ciriello-Page
Alexandra Chan Coddington
Hannah Makayla Cole †
Isabel Jane Cubillo ** †
Allison N Cunzo
Daniel A Daddario
Judah Khadijah Daisley †
Dehniique Zakiah DeFreitas * ††
Cassandra Rose Del Priore * ††
Isaiah James Drakeford
Mattelein L Evans †
Amara R Fauntleroy
Danielle N Feingold
Chelsea Felix †
Kaylee June Gallant
Angelica Marie Genno
Carltice Nateavia Getton †
Elena B Golden * †
Callie Rose Gymburch
Leo Ben Herzberg ††
Kayleigh A Hill
Nakharin Christian Homnyiom **
Sonny P Hsia ** †† P
Jun Huang †
Matthew Hufnagel ** ††
Elisha L Jenkins
Jamilah Kaid
Bailey Isabelle Kaye
Brianna Kern ** †
Shrejiana Khanal ** †
Catherine E Kieran †
Bridget Margeruite King †

Emily L Kostek * †
Olivia Kowalski * †
McKenna Rose Lalonde * ††
Lauren Lavelle **
Madelyn R Lehmann * †
Kristen Marie Lewza
Jake D Lis ** †
Jessica Michelle Lisi ** †† P
Paige R Littman ** †
Keira Loccisano ** †
Venchii Lok * †
Anna Loremas †
Madison M LoTempio ** ††
Eileen Luna
Cassie Jean Lyle †
Valerie Adelina Mancuso * †
Maksuda Manik ** †
Alyssa L Marrano
Maria Veronica Mendoza
Karen Meyers * ††
Grace E Miller ** †
Tristan Mitchell **
Melanie Moulin ** †
Hanna C Muehlbauer
Hanna Catherine Murphy * †
Jessica Ashleigh Murphy †
Yewande Felicia Ogunleye
Kelly O’Neill ◊ †
Elena L Orengo †
Tatum Neleh Padilla **
Brandi L Palmer ** †
Yoonseo Park * ††
Hannah Helena Pascarella †
Isabella Pezouvanis **
Adeena Riedel ††
Melissa Linsey Rodino †
Nagely Rodriguez
Rachel Brooke Rosenthal ** †
Megan Saeva
Cayla Tate Salti
Samantha Sands ◊ †
Emilee M Schalk *
Kamaria A Scott ** †
Isabella Seda †
Hilary Simonick
Meghann Rose Simpson †
Rowena P Sinclair *
Haley Eileen Snusz
Gianna Rae Stancarone ** †
Nicholas Y Tai ** †
Emily Anne Tamari
Jacob Joseph Thompson ††
Madison Sue Tighe
Hannah Elizabeth Tudor ** †
Joie Yvette Umutoni Twagirayezu
Brittany Robin Venable
Michael A Weber
Liberty Wendt ** †† †
Raivyn Troi Willis †
Isabella Laura Yallof * †
Eliza Grace Young †

August 2024
Faisal Alam
Julia Antoine
Bella DiGregorio †† † †
Teagan Graham **
Joanna Hicks
Xiangyan Li
Evelyn Ochoa
Melanie Ospina*
Abigail Pastwik*
Athena Roopnarine †

Legal Studies
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Justin T Mehlhenbacher
Grace S Verweire

February 2024
Sy Chatman
Haliegh Elizabeth Grace
Donahue †
Tyler Goff
Sarah Elizabeth Martina **
Kamryn Haley Paul †
Briggs Kingsley Ragan
Brenda Crystal Silva * †

June 2024
Taylor Brusehaber *
Reid J. Collins
Katherine Marie Creenan
Henry Arthur De La Cova
Nicolas K Felgemacher ††
Kathryn Helyne Hubbard
Jack T Killorin †
Sienna R Marren
Ahmya G Mccmillan * †† †
Alyssa Millane †
Shayonna Nicole Oaks * †
Fatimah Jamal Salman
Grace B Staub * ††
Mary R Tyler * ††

Jenna M Turano
Venecia Delaine Williams
August 2024
Javier Leiva Hernandez Jr

Urban and Public Policy Studies
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Ryan S Hernandez

February 2024
Nicholas M Abbott *
Bailey Marie Crouse
Mark J Jenkins
Robin Ouseph
Steven Anthony Pawlowski ††

June 2024
Roshny Alam * †
Wende Sophia Calteaux †
Li’Ana N Garrett
Zanaya Sadiya Hussain * †† †
Hope Audrey Levin ††
Danielle A Quarless
Zoe Elizabeth Ruiz-Torres * ††
Thomas Maxfield Sanders * †
James Wilson †
Mingyi Xu

Department of Sociology
Criminology
Bachelor of Arts
August 2023
Alexander Ariza
Elizabeth G Barnhardt *
Thomas Buffaline ‡
Richard Emerson Coggins †
Juan Ramon Detemple Sanchez
Sean Doolan * †
Andrew Hu
August Taylor Janda
Kiara Johnson
Tyler Mitchell
Raquel Rabelo Oliveira

February 2024
Imani Simone Bailey
Clautil J Bazile
Javien Malik Cuff
Evan Davis †
Kyle D Freeman
Sean C Hauptman
Luyu Li
Victoria Lynne Nichter
Alberta Lillian Pollaro †
Lauryn M Reina ‡
Jae Sarkis †
Brenda Crystal Silva * †
Luke Simonton
Lindsey Ann Swanson †
Caleb Anthony Tate
Samuel Jason Touw

June 2024
Raiyan Ahmed
Linda G Alzarif * †
Amelia Baker * †
Daniel Robert McGrath *
Bauman * †
Sarah Grace Benstock *
Kristine E Bhanote †
Dan Walker Bissell Jr
Zachary T Bouquard
David J Bowers * †
Dylan Burgos
Jessica J Carhart * †
Damian Giacomo Cavaluzi
Alexandra Lynne Confort
Toni S Cunningham
Elexa Morgan Custance †
John M Daley
Ziqi Dong
Margaret Mary Donovan
Elene Endeladze * †
Alivia Noelle Enos
Andrea Nicole Euceda * †
Carlee Asel Foley *
Ashleigh Rose Fortunate * ††
Yarielys Fuentes
Stacia Grace Gollogly †
Jenines Gonzalez
Melanie S Graham
Haylee A Hoffman * †
Tasnia T Hoque
Hannah Joel †
Gabriel O Johnston * †
Lylah C Jolls †
Amanda Kelly Jones †
Janat Kalmakova * †† †
Morgan Madison Kapp †
Isabella Jean LaFreniere * †
Lauren Elizabeth Latas ††
Kara Lyn Leeper
Joseph Lucero
Brent Alexander Madge
Ryan Elizabeth Melber
Sarah Taylor Miles
Rachel Elizabeth Miszczak
Samuel J Mitchell
Tyler Matthew Nored
Isabella Aurora Nunez
Avery E Pernoda
Samantha Polanco
Jalaya Pressley
Noah McNair Radecki
Isaiah Reyes
Orlayns Yonaris Rodriguez de la Rosa
Rowena P Sinclair
Parker Eldred Souter
Caleb Sean Svingala
Seerat A Tarar
Alexandra Leigh Toro
Adam James Trawinski
Maria Vitellas
Katrina M Zanzano
** August 2024 **
Thomas Calabro
Christian Caro
Sandou Cisse
Eghe Egharevba
Jaida Moore
Hamzah Neequaye
Jonathan Salas-Fernandez

** Sociology **

** Bachelor of Arts **

August 2023
Sage B Bailey
Hawo D Mohamed
Avery Pearl-Frank
Jeffrey Scott Sigler Jr
February 2024
Rezwana I Arshia
Brianna Maria Castro
Chelsea D'Antuono
Alexa S Foroglou
Zoe Alexa Gilmartin
Emmanuel O Kissi
Mathilda Jess Kosasih
Preston Charles Leon
Alijah Noble Marshall
Sophia Pielat
Naznin Rashid
Maria Roselyn Sansone
Gabriel Robert Wallace
Daymond Williams
June 2024
Sara Jean Bachraty
Christine Esther Bascombe
David J Bowers
Juliana Vimbiso Chikunguwo
Kendall Catherine Clements
Aaron Joseph Davis
Shanelly Elena De Los Santos
Luke Michael Drew
Alda Luz Espinal
Gloria R Evans
Chloe D Freeland
Frankie Idris Gissendanner Jr
Nina Jiangxi Gomez
Samiul Hasan
Kiearah N Henry-Lucas
Alexis Marie Herod
Clevester Hines III
Jayda Holmes
Nicole Kai Lin Hong
Taspeya O Hossain
Jacky Huang
Justin Isaiah Hunt
Savannah Georgia Johnson
Ruot Peter Juong
Janat Kalmakova
Candace Kaminski
Zoe Rae Lattuca
Zadie A Lauer
Ziyu Liang
Anabella L Logalbo-Bonda
Olivia Patricia Lynch
Abuk Majok
Zachary Holden Marchant
Hayden R Mayer
Jessica McCloskey
Nathaniel J Mcmahon
Ahmya G Mcmillan
Dakota Jordan Mettler
Gabriel A Miller
Dina J Miqadi
Jamal Rayshawn Pugh
Jenna R Quinn
Alexander Michael Reiser
Sally H Rosenthal
Makeyla R Ryan
Alexander Scotto
Caelan M Shepard
Grace B Staub
Michael Joseph Thomas
Chow Ling Athena Ting
Michaela Ae Yi Mikiko Tomioka
Farrelle Tourmanie Sieyadji
Bryce Finnerty Traver
Ian Ultvultg
Iankarlo Velazquez Morales
Travaria Watson
Laraina Grace Westcott
August 2024
Sierra Bowers
Leesi Poromon

** Department of Theatre and Dance **

** Dance **

** Bachelor of Arts **

August 2023
Ella Maibjerg Fanø
Sampson
June 2024
Tari Samantha Civerolo
Lyla Star Giambalardo
Amanda Catherine Healey
Rebecca R Leonard
Mia V Pierce
Kathryn E Stanley
August 2024
Sara Jean Bachraty
Christine Esther Bascombe
David J Bowers
Julya Holmes
Nicole Kai Lin Hong
Taspeya O Hossain
Jacky Huang
Justin Isaiah Hunt
Savannah Georgia Johnson
Ruot Peter Juong
Janat Kalmakova
Candace Kaminski
Zoe Rae Lattuca
Zadie A Lauer
Ziyu Liang
Anabella L Logalbo-Bonda
Olivia Patricia Lynch
Abuk Majok
Zachary Holden Marchant
Hayden R Mayer
Jessica McCloskey
Nathaniel J Mcmahon
Ahmya G Mcmillan
Dakota Jordan Mettler
Gabriel A Miller
Dina J Miqadi
Jamal Rayshawn Pugh
Jenna R Quinn
Alexander Michael Reiser
Sally H Rosenthal
Makeyla R Ryan
Alexander Scotto
Caelan M Shepard
Grace B Staub
Michael Joseph Thomas
Chow Ling Athena Ting
Michaela Ae Yi Mikiko Tomioka
Farrelle Tourmanie Sieyadji
Bryce Finnerty Traver
Ian Ultvultg
Iankarlo Velazquez Morales
Travaria Watson
Laraina Grace Westcott
August 2024
Sierra Bowers
Leesi Poromon

** Bachelor of Fine Arts **

February 2024
Moriah Lynn Armstrong
Katja B Rabus
June 2024
Michael Lawrence Busacco
Jacob E Clouse
John Keith DellaContrada
Alissa C Di Cristo
Timothy J Nunez
Quinn Petkus
August 2024
Julia Witt

** Theatre **

** Bachelor of Arts **

August 2023
Anna T Pascucci
February 2024
Elizabeth P Cottone
June 2024
Lukmaan Arif
Samantha Rose Lyko
Pei Pei Tong

** Bachelor of Fine Arts **

February 2024
Moriah Lynn Armstrong
Katja B Rabus
June 2024
Michael Lawrence Busacco
Jacob E Clouse
John Keith DellaContrada
Alissa C Di Cristo
Timothy J Nunez
Quinn Petkus
August 2024
Julia Witt

** Music Theatre **

** Bachelor of Fine Arts **

August 2023
Robert J Mcknight
June 2024
William C Egner
Isabella Gabrielle Gomez-Barrientos
Kathryn McLaurin Lloyd
Amanda R Nirenberg
Kyra L Orgass
Valentina Isabel Rodriguez
Kira Amara Whitehead
Leandrew Thomas Wingo IV
August 2024
Glen Chitty

** Theatre **

** Bachelor of Arts **

August 2023
Anna T Pascucci
February 2024
Elizabeth P Cottone
June 2024
Lukmaan Arif
Samantha Rose Lyko
Pei Pei Tong

** Bachelor of Fine Arts **

February 2024
Moriah Lynn Armstrong
Katja B Rabus
June 2024
Michael Lawrence Busacco
Jacob E Clouse
John Keith DellaContrada
Alissa C Di Cristo
Timothy J Nunez
Quinn Petkus
August 2024
Julia Witt
Dear Members of the Class of 2024,

It is with great pleasure that I congratulate you on your graduation from the University at Buffalo College of Arts and Sciences. What you have achieved today, and over the past several years, is truly admirable.

Thank you for your efforts in the classroom, the lab, the performance hall, the studio, the athletic field, and within the UB and greater Buffalo communities. You have become an integral part of our narrative. We will miss you.

As you transition into the next phase of your life, I want you to remember two things. First, your achievement does not end here. You are ready for whatever comes next. You have the knowledge and skills to succeed and the ability to define success on your own terms. Second, there are more than 110,000 College alumni worldwide, ready and eager to welcome you to their ranks. No matter where you go, you will find friends to support you.

Today, I hope you celebrate this moment to its fullest with the people who have supported and encouraged you throughout your education. Tomorrow, I know you will use what you have learned here to make the most of every opportunity.

Good luck and enjoy the adventure.

Robin G. Schulze
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
Letter from the UB Alumni Association President

Dear Member of the Class of 2024,

Congratulations! On behalf of the UB Alumni Association, I’m delighted to welcome you to your global network of more than 300,000 alumni. We’re proud of all you have accomplished.

As you begin your next chapter, please stay in touch! Your alumni status opens up so many opportunities to stay connected to your alma mater and to fellow alumni.

What does this mean for you in practical terms? It means that career help, through our virtual Connect-a-Bull platform, volunteer opportunities to recruit new students or help current students, and engaging educational and social events are all yours for the taking. To learn more about what’s available with your new alumni status, visit buffalo.edu/alumni.

If you have questions about how to stay involved, contact the Office of Alumni Engagement at ub-alumni@buffalo.edu.

Remember, this isn’t goodbye—it’s WELCOME to the UB alumni family. We know you’ll always be True Blue and proudly keep your Horns Up, wherever you go and whatever you do.

Go Bulls!

Joseph Stefko, PhD ’03, MA ’99, BA ’97
President, UB Alumni Association Board of Directors

P.S. Keep your @buffalo email for life simply by logging in through a browser every 90 days.
UB Alma Mater

Music by Walter S. Goodale, MD, 1903. Lyrics adapted by UB students in 2006 for contemporary use.

Verse 1:
The pride of our spirit and tradition,
Our alma mater’s truth and name declare.
Celebrate our history and wisdom,
O let us all prepare to sing her glory.

Refrain:
To Buffalo all hail to thee,
Noble and strong it’s our university!
To blue and white pledge loyalty,
Singing, I will always remember thee!

Verse 2:
We’ll ever keep our standards high,
And sing UB’s praises to the sky.
Receiving the finest education,
Our knowledge we impart unto the nations.
(Repeat refrain)

Verse 3:
Our friends we’ve made with ties that bind,
A union of our spirit, heart and mind.
Together we’ll continue life’s journey,
O may dear Buffalo forever be.
(Repeat refrain)
Visitor Information

Photographic Services
A photographer from GradImages will be at the ceremony to take a posed photograph of each graduate, as well as a candid photograph of their special moment of recognition and handshake. Graduates will receive free proofs via email in the weeks following the ceremony. You may place orders or obtain answers to questions at www.gradimages.com or 800-261-2576. Since professional photographs will be available, family members and guests are encouraged to remain in their seats, relax and enjoy the ceremony.

Online Viewing of the Ceremony
This ceremony will be live-streamed. The ceremony will also be available for post-ceremony online viewing, shortly following commencement weekend. Visit buffalo.edu/commencement and click on the “Streaming & Videos” tab for information.

Celebrate the #UBClassOf2024
Graduates and their guests can share photos, memories and well-wishes by texting 716-576-3950 or using the hashtag #UBClassOf2024 on Instagram and X/Twitter for the chance to see them displayed on screen before the ceremony and during the conferral of degrees.

Accessible Seating
A section for guests with wheelchairs is available on the floor-level. A section for guests who have requested accommodations, who do not arrive with a wheelchair, is available at the top of the 200-level. Special accommodations are also available for the deaf and hard of hearing.

To access any of these seating areas, please speak with an usher. Due to limited space, guests with special needs may be joined by just one ticketed guest in these special seating areas.

Emergency Assistance
First Aid – Main Floor, Room 121 (“Bullpen”)
University Police personnel and ambulances are on call to assist campus guests during the weekend. For emergency medical needs, please alert an usher. On-site emergency medical technicians will attend to you immediately.

University Police
716-645-2222

Lost and Found
University Police administers a lost-and-found service in Bissell Hall, south of the arena. An attendant is on duty at the switchboard 24 hours daily. Inquiries should be directed to University Police, University at Buffalo, Bissell Hall, Buffalo, NY 14260, (716) 645-2227.

Restrooms
There are restrooms on all arena levels. First-floor restrooms are inside the main lobby; second-level facilities serve all upper seating.

University Bookstore
The University Bookstore at 200 Lee Entrance on the North Campus will remain open today until 5:00 p.m. The bookstore will reopen Monday with its regular hours, 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Alumni Arena No Re-entry Policy
Due to the anticipated full capacity in Alumni Arena and the necessary safety and security provisions that need to be in place as a consequence, commencement guests will not be able to regain entry to the Arena using a ticket stub once they leave the premises.

UBreathe Free
UB is committed to providing a healthy environment for our campus community. Smoking and vaping are prohibited throughout the university, indoors and outdoors. Your support is greatly appreciated
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ON THE COVER:
The modern seal for the University at Buffalo harks back to a design adopted in 1923 to reflect the evolution of the university from separate schools into a more close-knit organization. Though the seal has been revised several times over the decades, the foundational elements remain: a proud bison signifying the City of Buffalo atop a shield supported by the palm leaves of victory and emblazoned with the flames of wisdom.